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INSIDE THIS ISSUE
his month, we’re talking “consumption.”
(The compulsion, not the disease.)

T

while Christine Rosen talks the “Explosion
of Stuff” and who’s cashing in on it.

The Internet seems to be sucking the fun out
of holiday shopping... and leaving behind a
bunch of credit-card bills.

P.J. tosses statistics in the wastebasket to talk
about consumer trends: what today’s decibel
levels, anxiety, traffic jams, and body mass
index say about America.

Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke gets us
started with why it seems like you need to be
rich today to live the ordinary middle-class
lifestyle of 65 years ago.
Feature contributor Porter Stansberry
continues our talk of debt from last month
with a look at America’s most heroic
debtor... and the dangerous “solution” that
governments around the world would rather
put in place.

“

Bestselling author Turney Duff talks
tipping... from $5 for a better parking space
to “pay to play” corporate feudalism. And Brian
Courtney interviews five folks out holiday
shopping – and compares what they’re buying
to how much they’ve saved for retirement.
(We tell how they could better prepare.)
Alice Lloyd writes about the “Death of
Shopping”... and we wonder whether you
profited from the “Death of Malls.” (You
could have, if you’d been reading this team of
analysts.)
P.J. and design director Erica Wood worked
with illustrator Henry Smith to create a list
of fantastic (very bad) holiday gift ideas, like a
special hand-crafted duplex pet pillow that allows
your cat to sleep comfortably on your face...
Veteran journalist and former presidential
speechwriter Andrew Ferguson writes
about the reasons behind the “Toy Big Bang”...
4 | December 2017

Lavish experiences can be more
widely and effectively flaunted
via social media than beautiful
items, of course, which are best
coveted by a discrete audience
of first-hand witnesses.
Christine Rosen

Dr. David Eifrig warns about your health
in winter. Author Patrick Wensink
explores the secretive world of Christmas tree
salesmen. And Matt Labash shares the War
In Christmas... and why he’s still at heart a
sentimentalist.
Plus, don’t miss P.J. admit what he’d do if he
had $100 billion this holiday season.
Finally, we share a conversation with Jason
Delgado – sniper, warrior, author, and
teacher – while radio host and former CIA
analyst Buck Sexton finishes out our issue
with a look at what to expect from the Middle
East in 2018.
Enjoy the issue. And tell us what you think at
feedback@americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Managing Editor, American Consequences

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

I GREW UP LIVING AN ORDINARY MIDDLE-CLASS LIFE.
6 | December 2017

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

THE PRICE
OF BEING
MIDDLE CLASS
The point of consumption is pleasure.
Not an instant hot mess of pleasure... Well, sometimes... But
what’s much more important is the kind of pleasure that’s
so comfortable, homey, and wholesome that we don’t think
of ourselves as “consumers” while we’re consuming it.

We don’t regard loving families,
happy children, full stomachs,
clad bodies, and shelter from the
elements in clean, safe, verdant places
as a “product” to be “consumed.”

Let me go back 65 years to the ordinary
middle-class life I lived as a child in Toledo,
Ohio, in 1952.

To calculate what 1952 incomes and prices
amount to in modern dollars I’ll use the U.S.
We regard these things as natural and expected Bureau of Labor Statistics’ basic Consumer Price
parts of ordinary middle-class life.
Index (CPI). The CPI tells me I should multiply
a 1952 dollar by 9.3 to get a 2017 dollar.
But what do they really cost nowadays?
If the Tooth Fairy left a dime under your pillow
in 1952, you don’t even have a penny now.

WHAT DOES IT COST TO LIVE THAT LIFE TODAY?
American Consequences | 7

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
(Let us pause for a moment to contemplate
the chilling fact that the U.S. dollar has
lost 93% of its value in one lifetime. And
pause also to wonder what other things,
fundamental to an ordinary middle-class life,
have lost 93% of their value. Trust in our
political institutions? Patriotism? Modesty?
Virtue? Faith? Hope? Charity?)
Anyway, Dad made about $10,000 a year.
That’s $93,000 these days. We were pretty
well-off by most standards. (The median U.S.
household income in 2017 is $59,039.) And
we were quite well-off by the standards of the
day. (The median U.S. household income in
1952 was $3,900.)
We had a new house with four bedrooms
and a two-car garage with two cars to put
into it. The house cost $21,000, which is
to say $195,300. It was in a city-suburban
neighborhood, in the kind of so-called “closein” suburbs that are currently getting the
heck gentrified out of them now that the
1960s-1990s crime binge has abated.
Our neighborhood was so safe that we didn’t
know where our door keys were – in the
kitchen junk drawer, maybe.
We had three kids, a dog, and a stay-athome mom. Stay-at-home moms were the
norm. Then they became a male-chauvinist
oppression of women’s rights. And now, I
understand, they’re back but are considered a
lifestyle luxury.
The public schools were excellent. The grade
school was a block away. Everybody walked.
Nobody was dropped off by a nanny. We
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“

If the Tooth Fairy left a
dime under your pillow
in 1952, you don’t even
have a penny now.

no refunds! -

didn’t know what a nanny was. Maybe a
nanny was Billy Goat Gruff’s little sister?
In first grade, Miss Westfall had us reciting
the alphabet forward and backward. In fourth
grade Miss Sonnenberg made us memorize
the multiplication tables through 13 times
13. Miss Geiger, the principal, told us, “All I
require is that when I say ‘jump’ you ask ‘how
high?’ on the way up.”
The high school was three blocks away. It
taught Calculus but also Home Economics,
Latin, and Shop. It had a state championship
football team.
The high school sent its share of students
to places like the University of Michigan,
and every year a few went to the Ivy League.
Although, if you told your neighbors in
Toledo, “My son is going to Princeton,” they
would say, “Why? It’s so far from home.”
Toledo was in the “Rust Belt.” But in
those days, the Rust Belt was more like the
“Cummerbund of Steel” – the center of
American industrial production.
Toledo was the corporate headquarters for
Willys-Overland Motors (Jeep, today),

Champion Spark Plug, Autolite Batteries,
DeVilbiss Paint Spray Guns, and Toledo
Scale. It was the largest soft coal port in the
nation. It was called “The Glass Capital of
America” because the Libbey-Owens-Ford,
Owens-Illinois, and Owens Corning glass
companies were all based there. Business and
employment opportunities abounded.
Now let me try to figure out how and where
an ordinary 1952 middle class Toledo, Ohio,
life could be lived in 2017.
It has to be in a place that’s hip and has a
strong economy. Toledo was never hip. But in
1952 it was hip to be square. And Toledo was
very square. So the modern equivalent would
have to be someplace like Portland, Oregon.
Portland’s median household income is
above average. Its unemployment rate is
below average. Portland is, as Toledo was,
on the cutting edge of what’s contemporary
in technology. Portland is sometimes called
“Silicon Forest” for its abundance of tech
firms. (And for all the nearby trees that
hipsters love, like the squares of yore loved

wide open spaces – which Toledo had in
plenty with corn fields growing right up to
the city limits.)
Portland is twice as populous as Toledo was in
1952, but the whole U.S. is twice as populous
now. And, in the “Things We Don’t Talk
About Department,” Portland is very white
(72%), about as much so as Toledo was in my
boyhood – if you count the Irish as white.
I searched the Internet real-estate listings
for a home in a Portland city-suburban
neighborhood. Healy Heights seems to have
the lowest crime rate and the best public
schools. Other people have noticed this, too...
Only six houses were for sale. The best deal
I could find for a 4-bedroom with a 2-car
garage was $650,000.
It’s a little more posh than the house I grew
up in but, having been built in the 1970s
Left-Coast Modern style...
Throw away the level and plumb-bob! Put the
windows anywhere! Let a crazy person draw the
roofline! Slap up the wood siding every-which-way!
...it is a lot more ugly.

-

Snowflake!

“

Public schools
are full of
bullies. Public
schools
don’t teach
Mandarin.

Mortgage rates were close to the same in 1952
as they are now. Dad’s monthly mortgage
payment was probably about $100 ($930 in
chained dollars). The Healy Heights mortgage
payment is estimated at $2,536.
Now to shop for two cars. Dad’s 1952 Buick
Super Riviera sedan cost $2,563. ($23,836)
Mom’s ‘52 Chevy station wagon cost $2,297.
($21,362) But you can’t fit three kids and
the giant backpacks all kids carry everywhere
these days into a modern sedan, especially
American Consequences | 9
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gluten free!
-

“

Equally impossible
is getting moderns
to stay out of
trendy restaurants.

impossible is getting moderns to stay out of
trendy restaurants.
Nonetheless, food has gotten relatively
cheaper. According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, in the 1950s an average household
spent twice as much of its budget on food as
it does now (32% versus 15%).
Food, however, is about the only thing that’s
gotten cheaper in ordinary middle-class life.

not if you’re taking them on the requisite
snowboarding trip to Mt. Hood. (The 1952
Toledo equivalent: ice fishing for carp on
Lake Erie.)
The sedan will have to be an SUV. I guess
the BMW is the Buick of today. An X5 goes
for $56,600. And it’s Portland so Mom gets
a Prius, $23,475. (Note that that’s what it
used to cost to buy a Buick – a big, swoopfendered, port-holed, chrome-bedazzled,
beautiful Buick. And now you get... a Prius.)
It’s fairly easy to calculate the cost of
comparable housing and transportation.
Comparing the cost of food and clothing is
more difficult, so I’ve left them out. Styles
shift. Men’s suits cost about the same,
adjusted for inflation. But who wears a suit
anymore? And I Googled “men’s luxury
t-shirts” and found a Salvatore Ferragamo
crewneck selling for $220 at Saks Fifth Ave.
Adjust for inflation all you want, but nobody in
1952 was going to pay like that for underwear.
Tastes in food have changed as well, and
getting over-scheduled moderns to all sit
down at the same time for a home-cooked
dinner is almost impossible. Equally
10 | December 2017

Partly, this is because we expect more from
that life. We expect vacations.
An all-inclusive trip to Beaches Ocho Rios
Resort in Jamaica for a family of five plus
airfare from Portland to Kingston and a
generous tip to the cabana boy because of
what the kids did in the pool is $9,581.75.
Not that we didn’t take vacations in 1952.
We went to my uncle’s cottage on the lake.
That cost (steaks + case of beer + fill up car +
carton of nightcrawlers for bait) $23.25.
Then there is the true killer of the middle
class – being schooled to death.
As I mentioned, Portland’s Healy Heights
neighborhood has the best public schools
in the city. Of course it does. We wouldn’t
move our families into anyplace that didn’t
have the best public schools. But it’s not as if
we’re actually going to send our children there.
Heaven forbid!
Public schools are full of bullies. Public
schools don’t teach Mandarin.

1952
Annual Expenses, IN 2017 DOLLARS,
for a Family of Five Leading an Ordinary
Middle-Class Life in 1952
Mortgage Payments

$11,160.00

New Car Purchases
(amortized over five years)

$9,039.60

Family Vacation
Education
TOTAL

$216.23
0.00

$20,415.83

2017
Annual Expenses for a Family of Five
Leading an Ordinary Middle-Class
Life in 2017
Mortgage Payments

$30,432.00

New Car Purchases
(amortized over five years)

$16,015.00

Family Vacation
Education
TOTAL

Classrooms are crowded. The other children
get head lice. The gym doesn’t have squash
courts. PE does not include sailing instruction.
The best public schools are there just in case.
Just in case little Liam or little Ava have
“issues” and are required to leave the best
private school.
The best private school in Portland is the
Catlin Gabel School. K-12 tuition is $29,640
per child.

“

$9,581.75
$88,920.00

$144,948.75

Get divorced, start a
new family, and the cost
of being middle class is
multiplied by two.

Now let’s do the math (see above charts).
And one last thing... Because the divorce rate
has doubled since 1952, there is a very good
chance that an ordinary middle-class life will
include a divorce. Get divorced, start a new
family, and the cost of being middle class
is multiplied by two: $289,897.50
So what the math tells us is... In order to live
an ordinary middle-class life you have to be
rich.

Two for the
price of two!
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WHAT MOVED THE MARKET
THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT
MATTERED FOR THE MARKET
LAST MONTH...
BITCOIN SOARED ON NEWS that the
For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
plugged-in
analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)
would start trading futures contracts. The
cryptocurrency rallied more than 120% in
anticipation of the inflow of institutional
dollars.
A solid macroeconomic backdrop kept
equity buyers engaged. Global Purchasing
Managers’ Indexes (PMIs) were robust and the
revisions for third-quarter GDP growth were
bumped up for Europe and the U.S.
In Europe, political uncertainty in Germany,
Italy, and Spain pressured markets. And there
is a lot of skepticism as to whether Brexit will
ever be enacted. The MSCI Europe ex-U.K.
Index was off 1.7% and the U.K. market was
down 1.9% for the month. The Bank of England
raised interest rates for the first time in 10 years.
In Asia, there was scant news. The Japanese
market gained 1.5% on a strong PMI and
consumer sentiment numbers. China’s
economic data kept pace with forecasts. The
central government did employ new credittightening regulations, resulting in markets
that were off 0.2% for November.
In the U.S., the hope for tax reform took
center stage. The jobs picture remains robust
with the unemployment rate at 4.1%. Jerome
Powell was nominated as the new Fed chief
and investors have voted with their dollars
that he will continue on the same path blazed
by Mr. Bernanke and Ms. Yellen. The Fed also
raised interest rates another quarter of a point,
its fifth increase in two years.
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The S&P 500 Index led all developed markets
with a 3.1% return for the month. The markets
rotated from growth to value. It was a great
month for financials, industrials, and consumer
discretionary.
The bull market is now the second-longest
in modern history. We have gone 104
months without a 20% correction. Personal
consumption expenditures have also moved
higher for 32 consecutive months.
Average hourly wages increased and median
household incomes are the highest on record
($60,000).
The 10-year U.S. Treasury bond yield rallied to
2.42%. Gold was flat and commodities overall
sold off 0.50%.
Oil prices rallied to $58. There were large
weekly inventory draws and the OPEC
production cuts have held. A reduction in
global tensions has producers cooperating
and acting rationally.
In summary...
Global growth ruled the market moves
over the last month. The tax reform debate
in the U.S. was the single biggest driver. A
preliminary bill was approved in both the
House and Senate, and the GOP is hoping
to have a final bill for President Donald
Trump to sign before Congress goes home
for the Christmas break. Markets in the U.S.
responded by setting new all-time highs.

EDITORS
The next leg of the growth story/
reflation trade will be an infrastructure bill.
Administration officials have said they would
like to get started on the process as soon
as they return from their holiday recess. The
hope is they can complete a bill very early
next year. Both sides of the aisle have said
stimulus via an infrastructure bill is something
they can get behind. Considering that 2018 is
an election year, members of Congress would

December 18 and 19
The Senate and House are expected to vote
on the final version of the GOP tax reform bill.
Passage here is key to getting a bill on the
president’s desk. The GOP can only afford
two “no” votes in the Senate.

December 22
The self-imposed deadline the GOP has
set for having a final tax bill on the
president’s desk.

December 26 – January 3
The state of Alabama has said December 26
is the earliest date it could certify the recent
special Senate run-off between Doug Jones
and Roy Moore. They expect it to be done by
January 3 at the latest.

December 30 – January 4
China government and Caixin PMI data are
released. These data are an important metric
in terms of global economic health. China
produces a lot of the goods the rest of the
world consumes, so economic expansion is
indicative of increased external demand.

like nothing more than to hit the campaign
trail having passed legislation that is shovelready and generates jobs.
FCC commissioners voted to end their power
to regulate broadband providers. There wasn’t
an immediate reaction in stocks as a lot of
this is baked in (look at the recent move in
Verizon). But the setup will be long cable and
short the biggest users.

January 2 – January 4
Markit PMI data for the U.S. and the
Eurozone. Another key global economic
growth metric.

Scott
Garliss
John
Gillin
Greg
Diamond

WATCH
THESE
DATES

January 3
The release of the Federal Open Market
Committee’s meeting minutes. The market
will be paying close attention to this data for
clues on growth and inflation.

January 5
The release of U.S. jobs and unemployment
data. These figures are indicators of trends
for future growth and inflation.

January 11
Eurozone industrial production data. These
data point to the health of the consumer as it
reflects consumer demand.

TUNE IN
Stansberry NewsWire,
every morning at
8:30 a.m.
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making
Waiting for the bubble to burst...

Many obvious signs point to a gigantic
financial bubble today.
The prices of cryptocurrencies are soaring...
Stocks are trading at record levels... Corporate
bonds are paying record-low yields... And
consumer debt is at a new all-time high, less
than 10 years after the biggest consumerlending collapse in 50 years.
So what’s powering this bubble?
Major governments around the world have
gone mad with debt.
For a period of almost 20 years – between
1979 and 1998 – the 10-year average growth
rate in U.S. federal debt was more than
100%. That first big “spurt” of U.S. debt
growth peaked in 1991, with a 10-year
debt increase of 228%. Total federal debt
per person in the U.S. grew from $3,700 to
$20,000 by 1998.
The period between the early 1980s and the
1990s was generally fantastic for the stock
market and for investors. At the beginning
of a massive credit boom, everything seems
14 | December 2017

great. That’s because when credit growth
far exceeds savings, it allows an economy to
consume far more than it’s producing.
This “pulls forward” consumption, magnifies
economic growth, and increases spending and
usually wages, too. It’s a boom!
But by 1998, so much consumption had
been pulled forward that not enough global
aggregate demand was left. Eventually,
these problems caused the tech and telecom
bubbles to burst, and the U.S. saw a severe
bear market. Tech stocks fell about 80% from
their peak.

We’re heading full steam into
the biggest credit-default
cycle in our nation’s history.
We’re about to see a similar burst.
Since 2009, U.S. government debt has again
more than doubled on a rolling 10-year basis.
By the end of this year, total federal debt per
person in America will reach $62,000... That’s
nearly $250,000 for a family of four.

And that’s just the federal debt that we’ve
created in this generation. On a per-capita
basis, federal debt has more than tripled since
2000. The ongoing debt explosion is finally
reaching its peak...
These rising costs are going to have a
profound effect on the current widespread
political belief that “deficits don’t matter,” just
as soaring default rates on consumer lending
are going to lead to much tougher lending
standards on cars, colleges, and credit cards.
All of that consumption that we’ve enjoyed
on credit for the last decade is going to come
back to haunt us.
We’re heading full steam into the biggest
credit-default cycle in our nation’s history.
Tax reform... or simply a bigger
national debt?

By the time we go to press, Republican
legislators hope to wrap up a final, revised tax
agreement. They’re reportedly hoping to have
a bill on President Donald Trump’s desk not
long after. But delays continue to hinder the
process, so the final timeline isn’t clear.
On the campaign trail, Trump correctly noted
that Wall Street was dealing with a massive
bubble that had been inflated by irresponsible
monetary policy. He mocked official
unemployment statistics as meaningless. He
promised to “drain the swamp” if elected
president.
Almost a full year into office, Trump is now
taking credit for the record gains in the stock
market and bragging about the same low
unemployment.
When it comes to monetary policy, Trump

failed to make any real change when he had
his first chance. Instead of shaking things up
with a radical appointment, Trump chose
Jerome Powell as the next Fed chairperson...
Powell is a D.C. Beltway lifer who shares
many of the same views as current chair, Janet
Yellen. In other words, we’ll be getting more
of the same from the Fed after Yellen leaves.
That just shows the real power in Washington
lurks behind the scenes. And it brings us
back to the reality of what Americans should
expect with Trump’s tax-reform plan...
With the country’s total debt already at more
than $20 trillion – about $62,000 per U.S.
citizen – to put it simply, the only thing this
tax cut will do is add to our national debt...
Once again, the can will be kicked down the
road. The plan will add another $1.4 trillion
to our total debt over 10 years, according to
Congress’ Joint Committee on Taxation.
And this new tax plan won’t help the middle
class. The real cuts – $1 trillion worth – will
go to corporations. Another $100 billion
will reduce estate taxes for the wealthy. That
leaves about $300 billion for the rest of the
population.
Supporters of the tax-reform bill claim these
cuts will lead to new jobs, wage increases, and
capital investments, but don’t be fooled...
Corporations are already admitting these tax
cuts won’t change their strategies going forward.
Which leaves us with two questions, “What
the hell will change? And when will that
change happen?” (Alas, we already know
the answer to a third question: “Will it be a
change for the better?” No.)
American Consequences | 15

FROM OUR INBOX

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
A re you guys developing an app so it is
easier to read your magazine on a phone?
I rarely have access to a computer and
generally do everything online with my
Android. – Daniel Koerner
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Daniel,

you’re talking
to Mr. Internet Idiot. I finally got MySpace
figured out only to discover that the only
person on MySpace was me. However, I’m
informed by “them that know better than
us” that we have all our long articles in easier
phone-readable format on our website:
https://americanconsequences.com/.
I wanted to address a comment by Mr. O’Rourke
I saw in a recent back issue: “I wonder how
many people remember Will Rogers today?”
The answer is, in Oklahoma, plenty. A quick
search just in Tulsa, where I live, reveals: Will
Rogers High School, Will Rogers Junior High,
Will Rogers United Methodist Church, Will
Rogers Clocks N More, Will Rogers Lofts,
Will Rogers Toastmasters, Cherokee Casino
Will Rogers Downs, Will Rogers Animal
Hospital, Will Rogers Health Center, Will
Rogers Plumbing, Will Rogers Auditorium,
Will Rogers Stampede Arena, Will Rogers
Blvd. and more. As well as the usual statues,
a museum, and a park at his birthplace (or
as near as possible – the actual birthplace is
now under Oologah Lake).
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Thanks for a great magazine! – Brooks Gatlin
P.J. O’Rourke comment: And

thank you,
Brooks, and all of you Sooners for keeping the
Will Rogers memory alive. I hope, however,
that Oklahoma doesn’t have a “Wiley Post
Flight School.” (Those who are unfamiliar
with the Will Rogers story will have to look
that up.)

Re: Our Christmas Gift Guide
Are you guys on drugs!? For that kind of
money, I could ‘give my whole shave to
Gillette’, and shave for the rest of my life, and
STILL have half that leftover! And yes, it’s
$4 yards – Canadian, courtesy of the fraud
known as exchange! – Vaughn McMillan
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Well,

Vaughn, shaving
is a “gustatory” subject, a matter of personal
taste and, as the ancient Romans said, “De
gustibus non est disputandum.” Meaning,
roughly, “I ain’t getting into no gustibus
arguments.”
But you do have my sympathy about the
essentially fraudulent nature of currency exchange
rates. Or, part of my sympathy. Because I
just spent a couple of weeks in your splendid
country, bird hunting in New Brunswick –
and it was cheaper than staying home!
I’ve been getting e-mails from you, and I
find them very ivory tower. Families saving
money on their cable bills? Excuse me, you

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com
have to have Internet service to use [a Roku
stick], and Internet service is cheaper if you
bundle it (unless AT&T gets to merge with
Spectrum/Time-Warner or whatever they’re
calling themselves these days, in which
case of course the price will skyrocket).
Show me a cheap way to get Internet
service, and I’m open to discussion...
By the way, the cheapest cable is OVER THE
AIR TV, which costs NOTHING and since
nothing has changed since Newt Minow
called televisionland a “vast wasteland”
more than 50 years ago, why pay for access?
I mean, you don’t get a pass on commercials
on cable, do you? If you’re really desperate
and don’t want to wait a week or a day to
see something you’ve missed, there’s always
Hulu, for less than $10/month. – Ellen Kozak
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Point

taken, Ellen! I’m
dusting off the rabbit ears and wadding up
little pieces of tinfoil to attach to the antenna
tips right now!

I have never understood why the public
should fund these programs... When I
attended Penn, I had a small scholarship but
no financial support from my family. I did live
with my parents but had an hour commute
every day. Penn did have a “deferred

SUBSCRIBE
NOW! CLICK HERE
AMERICAN CONSEQUENCES
Make sure you subscribe by clicking here.
We’ll send you valuable updates and
always send an alert when the next issue is
published. When you subscribe, you’ll be the
first to know when future issues are published.

Re: A Lottery Nobody Wants
to Win
I’m sure most folks are like me. We know
[a crisis] is coming but hope it’s after we’re
gone. I don’t have many suggestions but
I do have one: Federal student loans are
a boondoggle created by Liberals (of all
Parties) because it’s difficult to oppose
politically.
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FROM OUR INBOX
payment” plan. Every semester I went to the
Bursar’s office and received a LOAN to cover
that semester’s tuition. The conditions were
clearly spelled out. I could make a payment
against the loan BUT, if the loan had not
been repaid by the end of the semester,
my grades would not be released, my
completion of those classes would not be
made official and I would not be eligible for
a follow-up loan. If the loan was not prepaid
for the final semester my degree would be
withheld until I was current. In order to meet
these requirements, I had to work to make
money.

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Debby,

they’re coming.
We’re planning an American Consequences
“Education” issue this spring, where we’ll have
the time and the space to go into the Soaring
College Tuition Crisis in detail.

The EE school had a rule that a student
enrolled therein was not permitted to have
a job that required more than 20 hours per
week. My solution was that I usually was
working concurrently at two jobs, each of
which was a 20-hour week. Moreover, if I was
delinquent at the end of the final semester,
my Degree would be withheld. I paid like
clockwork. My GPA was not stellar but I had
my Degree AND no debt!!! Respectfully, G.
Donald Weber, Jr.

I’m certain I didn’t
blame the poor or the middle class for our
current economic crisis. In fact, I think I’m
one of the very few analysts who has correctly
identified the key flaw in our current paper
money system: that gains in productivity
aren’t flowing through into higher wages.
That critical link has been broken by an everexpanding monetary system, which provides
limitless debt and constant inflation.

While I appreciate the information about
‘debt jubilee’ – (and will do my own research
now) – how OBNOXIOUS (and, dare I say it,
Republican?) of you to blame the poor, the
middle class, and the government for our
current economic condition – while looking
to stoke fear into the wealthy who don’t have
the same worries... – Debby Simon
Porter Stansberry comment:

taken, G.
Donald! Those publicly funded loan programs
are a terrible bait-and-switch. But see the
letter below for the No. 1 reason that today’s
students fall into the trap.

Real wages (after taxes and inflation) haven’t
risen in more than 40 years, despite massive
increases to productivity. That explains why
the middle class is disappearing and both the
middle class and the poor are drowning in
debt like never before.

We have college students who took out
loans to attend grad school... because
we, their parents, couldn’t afford the
ENORMOUS COST... Why no discussion
or charts to show just how much college
tuition has soared during this same time? –
Debby Simon (continued below)

As for blaming the government, well, correct
me if I’m wrong, but wasn’t it the government
that decided not to back the dollar with gold?
And wasn’t it the government that decided
to guarantee student loans (leading to $1
trillion in addition debt)? And wasn’t it the

P.J. O’Rourke comment: Point
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government that decided to bail out the
universe by adding more than $10 trillion in
new government debts in just the last decade?
Why shouldn’t we blame the architects of this
financial insanity?
Awesome magazine. OK, now my question.
What’s gonna happen to folks on SSDI,
SSI, SS if the big crash goes down like I’m
researching? Thank You and God Bless You
and America – Michael Jensen

That’s a great
question. Our entire financial system, as it’s
currently constructed, is based purely on
trust. Our currency isn’t backed, directly,
by anything. Instead debt, of one kind of
another, makes up virtually all of the reserves
of the financial system.
Porter Stansberry comment:

Anything that undermines people’s belief that
their money is good... and that their deposits
will be returned... threatens the stability of
the entire system. If there’s a sudden shock to
the system – like a run on the banks sparked
by the risk of a Debt Jubilee – that could
cause the entire transfer payments system to
collapse.
But look... even without a sudden panic
it’s not clear to me how the government
can possibly fund the promises to provide
these benefits over the next 10-15 years.
Ponzi schemes never last. So there will
either be a dramatic reduction in benefits
(who is covered, what is paid) or else there
will be a huge (and in my view completely
unsustainable) increase in deficits and debts.

One thing is clear, in my view: The current
system must be completely restructured. And
given our current political disunity, it’s hard
to imagine that will happen peacefully.
I’m completely dependent on government
money, military retirement, VA disability,
and Social Security. How do I prepare if that
money stops coming? I live within my means
but barely. Any ideas or recommendation. –
Tim Drye

You need a private
source of income. What can you do for others
that’s valuable?
Porter Stansberry comment:

Re: The Republican Tax Plan
I don’t understand a tax reduction for the
wealthy in hopes that it will trickle down.
Why not make it a tax deduction for new
jobs created. For example, a hedge fund
manager makes $3 million, at 35% that’s
$350,000 in taxes owed... – Fred Driemeyer
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Fred,

as we “go to
press,” it’s still too early in the legislative
sausage-making process for us to know exactly
what part of the pig went into the Tax Reform
sausage grinder and what part of the pig will
come out.
But with all due humility as a former D
student in the subject, I’d like to take issue
with your math... $3 million at 35% is
$1,050,000.
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AMERICA’S
MOST HEROIC
DEBTOR
THIS MONTH, WE RETURN TO THE IDEA OF A
JUBILEE FROM ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE...

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION
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The year was 1885,
and Mr. Clemens had it all...
He was 50 years old and had achieved
everything he ever wanted. He was fabulously
wealthy. He and his wife had inherited a fortune
from her family and had three lovely daughters.

“If there is one person who is more
thoroughly and unceasingly happy than I
am,” he wrote around this time, “I defy the
world to produce him.”

Oh, and he was also the best-known author
on Earth.

In 1889, Clemens published his fifth novel, A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court. It
was a commercial and critical flop. Claiming
not to care, Clemens called the book his swan
song, retired the “Mark Twain” name, and
gave up writing as a commercial enterprise.

By that time, Samuel Clemens – known to
the world, of course, by his pen name Mark
Twain – had already published Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, which established him as a
major author, as well as the The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer and The Prince and the Pauper.
On top of that, Clemens’ publishing
company – Charles Webster & Co. – had
secured the rights to President Ulysses S.
Grant’s memoirs. That went on to be the
best-selling book in the history of American
publishing up to that point.
Figuring he’d reached the point where he
could do what he wanted... and having tired
of life on the lecture circuit... he retired to his
palatial Connecticut mansion.
As the money poured in from his publishing
company and the royalties of his own books,
Clemens settled into a lifestyle of lush
consumerism. As filmmaker Ken Burns noted
in his 2002 documentary Mark Twain... the
Clemens household was spending $30,000 a
year on expenses and generously supported
charities and extended family in an era where
the average annual wage was less than $500.

He no longer needed the “Mark Twain”
brand... After all, he was a proven success in
the business world.
Clemens went on to invest $25,000 in a
steam-generator venture. He threw another
$25,000 at steam pulleys, placed another
$25,000 bet on a maritime telegram, and
$50,000 on a new engraving venture.
Meanwhile, Clemens’ publishing company
signed up Civil War hero William Tecumseh
Sherman, General Custer’s widow, and Pope
Leo XIII in an effort to replicate the success
of Grant’s memoirs.

By Porter
Stansberry

“If there is
one person
who is more
thoroughly
and
unceasingly
happy
than I am,”
he wrote
around this
time, “I defy
the world
to produce
him.”

Clemens’ big bet was on the Paige
Compositor, an electronic typesetter that
had 18,000 moving parts and could do the
job of six men. Clemens bought half the
company and bragged “[This machine] can do
everything a human could do, except drink,
smoke, and go on strike.”
Always the dreamer, Clemens filled the
margins of his manuscripts with calculations
of how many Paige machines they’d have to
build to meet global demand.
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As you can probably guess, things turned
sour. The steam investments went up in
smoke. The telegram and engraving businesses
also failed. None of the memoirs came close
to replicating the success of Grant’s. And the
Paige Compositor required monthly infusions
of $3,000-$5,000 just to stay afloat. In the
end, Clemens dumped $300,000 (more than
$7 million today) into the Paige Compositor.

Twain
returned to
the U.S. a star,
and the world
had nothing
but respect
for the man
who publicly
endured a
decade of
trials to pay
them.

By Christmas 1890, the best-known author
on Earth had lost almost all of his wife’s
inheritance, taken out loans against the assets
of his publishing company, and could not
find anyone to loan him money. By 1893,
Clemens was bouncing between hotel rooms
and the guest rooms of friends.
Two years later, Clemens declared bankruptcy.
There was no alternative. The debts had
mounted to more than $200,000. But pride
was also at stake here... and the family name.
Clemens publicly guaranteed he would pay
all of his creditors in full, even though he was
not required to do so under bankruptcy law.
Rather than sulking, the disgraced Samuel
Clemens dusted off the Mark Twain brand
and got back to work. He had failed as a
businessman, but Clemens would use the two
professions from which he retired – lecturing
and writing – to regain his financial footing.
Mark Twain was back.
There was one problem... Twain hated
the lecture circuit. In the days of smoky
locomotives and large oceangoing steam
liners, a five-continent lecture tour would be
a grueling siege on the senses. It was, as Twain
put it, a “heart-torturing idea.” But he did it
anyway.
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In April 1895, Twain headed west to start his
lecture tour throughout the U.S. and Canada.
From there, he set off for Australia and New
Zealand and four months of packed houses...
Then to India for three months where he kept
countless British ex-pats entertained with his
wit and humor... Then for two more months
of lecturing around the rapidly colonized
African continent, before finally heading back
to England to wrap up the first year of his
debt-retirement binge.
After a year of the grind, Twain lamented
that his lecture tour “seems as if it has already
lasted 1,000 years.” But after just one year
on the road... Mark Twain had paid back
$35,000 of Samuel Clemens’ debts.
Twain would spend the rest of the decade in
Europe publishing, lecturing, and relentlessly
chipping away at his debts. By fall of 1900 –
a little more than five years after hitting the
road – he repaid the last of his debts. Twain
returned to the U.S. a star, and the world had
nothing but respect for the man who publicly
endured a decade of trials to pay them.
As Andrew Carnegie said, “Our friend
entered the fiery furnace a man, and emerged
a hero.” Thomas Edison said, “The average
American loves his family. If he has any
other love left over for some other person, he
generally selects Mark Twain.”
Sadly... Twain’s story is more than 100 years
old.
In the intervening century, the world’s
governments have crafted a different,
disgraceful model for debtors to follow...

Walking Away From
‘Odious Debt’
It started out as pure theater: Red silk from
the orient and solid silver cuffs, studded with
the Russian crown jewels. Even the walking
stick was bathed in gold. Tsar Nicholas II
would wear this spectacular costume to the
Russian Imperial winter ball in 1903.
But Alexandre Zak rejected the excesses he
saw. It’s not because Zak was a communist.
He was a professor of finance and law at the
university in St. Petersburg during the Tsars’
regime. He fled Russia after the Leninist
revolution. He landed first in Estonia, then
later New York, where he advised the U.S.
Justice Department during World War II.
By then, Zak had Americanized his name
to “Alexander Sack” and written one of the
key texts in international financial law, “The
Succession of Public Debts of a State.” In it, he
argued – back in 1927 – that some government
debts were so outrageous that they could
not rightly be owed by the people.
Sack based his doctrine around despotic
regimes that piled up debt for self-interest as
opposed to the state’s or people’s needs.
His doctrine claimed this illegitimate – or
“odious” – debt belonged to the regime and
not the nation. So it should fall along with
the regime’s demise. Sack’s examples included
the reign of Austrian Prince Maximilian I, who
was “emperor” of Mexico from 1863 to 1867...
Maximilian was a puppet of France’s
Napoleon III and was “elected” Emperor while
French troops were massed in Mexico City.

Once the French troops left, Emperor
Maximilian lasted all of 11 months. By the
end of 1867, he had been captured and
sent to the firing squad along with his top
generals. The new Mexican state – backed
by the United States – repudiated the debts
run up by Maximilian, the French puppet.
And the creditors – the French, mostly – got
nothing.
Sack later argued that the reign of Maximilian
was abhorrent and that the Mexican people
should not be harnessed by this “odious debt.”

He argued –
back in 1927
– that some
government
debts were so
outrageous
that they
could not
rightly be
owed by the
people.

“It is a debt of the regime, a personal debt
contracted by the ruler,” Sack wrote, “and
consequently it falls with the demise of the
regime.” What he meant was, we won’t buy
the Emperor’s New Clothes.
Few people would argue that people recently
freed from true oppression should have to
shoulder debts incurred to guild their despot’s
palace... but you shouldn’t be surprised to
discover that modern governments have
found it useful to scorn their own obligations.
Take Ecuador... In 2008, President Rafael
Correa declared the nation’s $3.9 billion in
foreign-held debt “illegitimate.” He claimed
the prior corrupt and despotic regimes were
responsible. Exactly which despotic regimes
he meant is unclear. The country has been a
democracy since 1979.
As the Washington Post reported at the time...
Ecuador is ceasing payments not because
the oil-rich country cannot afford to
pay but because it has made a political
decision not to...
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Correa has been threatening default and
demonizing foreign investors since his
presidential campaign in 2006. Most
recently, he has cited a presidential
commission report that found evidence of
criminal violations by previous governments
that sold debt to pension funds, hedge
funds, and other overseas investors.

You shouldn’t
be surprised
to discover
that modern
governments
have found
it useful
to scorn
their own
obligations.

These problems didn’t go away under
Correa’s watch, however. While he claimed
to have lowered debt while he was in office,
the real numbers show that he increased
it... potentially to levels not allowed by the
country’s constitution.
And this year, the country’s new leftist
president Lenin Moreno is trying to refinance
“expensive” foreign debt. According to
Reuters: “Ecuador has to cough up some $6
billion for debt payments and oil-for-loans,
mostly to China.”
What’s next for Ecuador? Why, more debt:
Moreno said he had reached out to the
World Bank for potential financing that
could help him fund ambitious social
programs including free education, health
and housing for lower-income families,
and subsidies to eradicate extreme poverty.
And you’re no doubt familiar with the welldocumented problems in Greece...
Among violent protests outside parliament,
the people of Greece called for debt
repudiation, claiming the debts aren’t their
responsibility. Eric Toussaint, who heads
up the do-gooders at the organization The
Committee for the Cancellation of the Third
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World Debt, joined the Greek people by
saying... “Greece must unilaterally suspend
repayment of its debt.” In one interview, he
questioned the legitimacy of the debt related
to the Olympic Games and debt relating to
Greece entering the European monetary union.
Other cries of odious debt came from leftwing politicians in Germany. According to a
translation from a local documentary, Sahra
Wagenknecht from the German left-wing
political party Die Linke, argues that part of
the national debts in the European Union
countries is illegitimate because they resulted
from policies against the people’s interest.
More recently, these cries have turned into
action...
Look at Croatia. In February 2015, it erased
more than $20 million in debts for 60,000
people. This was money owed to banks,
telecom operators, municipal authorities, and
utility companies.
Not a single person or investor was refunded
for their losses. And it’s probably no surprise
that the stock market went down significantly
over the next year (see chart).

This of course has nothing to do with Sack’s
ideas. He wanted countries and citizens
to take responsibility for money borrowed
willingly for public purposes. He argued
that states must repay their legitimate debts
for international commerce to flow. He was
strictly focused on tyrants who used their
office to enrich themselves.
Regardless... we’ll hear more about Sack’s
thesis in the years to come.
Right now, the Department of Justice in
Washington is already coordinating an
investigation into fraudulent loan practices
around the country. Many academics and
economists are pushing for a Jubilee. A halfdozen laws have already been introduced in
Congress.
After all, the debts of Western governments
are so immense, they can never be paid back.
Central banks have tried to cover the interest
payments with more borrowing and money
printing. But we are seeing ominous signs
that central banks have reached the limit of
their ability to perpetuate our culture of debt.
And that leaves one choice...

Warnings Everywhere
The bull market that began back in March
2009 in stocks, bonds, and real estate is the
result of this central-bank manipulation.
The major Western governments are all guilty
of creating trillions of dollars out of thin air,
which they then use to prop up the price of
financial assets around the globe.

What happens if the world’s central banks
lose control of the paper-money system?
What if the world’s leading sovereign
governments become so highly indebted that
no one is willing to hold their obligations, not
even their own citizens?
What happens if the governments whose
obligations form the foundation of the world’s
monetary system were to be rendered not
only bankrupt, but actually insolvent?

After all,
the debts
of Western
governments
are so
immense,
they can
never be paid
back.

We’re seeing plenty of signs of this today.
A financial revolution is already underway.
More and more individuals find themselves
suffocating from overwhelming student-loan,
auto, and credit-card debts.
As is the case in any crisis, the wealthy will
make a fortune... so will the prepared.
For example, the incredible rally in
bitcoin and other “cryptocurrencies”
has been partially fueled by a growing
distrust of governments and central-bank
manipulation...
More than ever before, people are seeking out
nontraditional assets that can’t be devalued
by the irresponsible actions of central banks
around the world. But regardless of what
happens to bitcoin and the cryptocurrency
markets, the consequences will be devastating
for traditional currencies.
These consequences will come to a head.
Eventually, they will lead to an all-out “Debt
Jubilee.”
What could possibly go wrong?
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MOVING UP THE LADDER...
FROM $5 TIPS TO CORPORATE FEUDALISM

In my 20s and 30s, I had a big advantage... I understood the “favor
economy” of doormen. And how that same idea translated into big
bonuses on Wall Street.
Every December, my roommates in our Manhattan apartment would
start talking about how to tip... comparing which doorman was most
helpful over the previous year or how well the concierge treated them.

By Turney
Duff

I’d just shake my head. They didn’t get it. Tipping doormen wasn’t
about past accomplishments like signed packages, hailed cabs, and
squashed noise complaints... It was about the future packages, cabs,
and complaints.
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A big tip is memorable. It doesn’t go
unnoticed. If you give great tips, then you get
great service – that’s how it works.
But there’s been some debate on how and why
we tip so much in America. Some think it
should be outlawed and believe it’s done out
of guilt. And yet it’s been ingrained in our
culture that tipping is a reward for a job well
done. Michael Lynn, a professor at Cornell’s
School of Hotel Administration, estimates the
tipping economy is worth about $40 billion.
He sees tipping doing imperceptible damage
to collective well-being... And he’d like to see
the custom outlawed.

I’m sure tipping can be viewed as problematic
because it creates classes. There’s a hierarchy
associated with every exchange. But this
is the world we live in. Whether it’s a
bartender, masseuse, or cable guy knocking
on your door, if you hand them a tip before
they work, it establishes that their services
are respected and appreciated. They’re
incentivized ahead of time to go above and
beyond. Of course, this isn’t without risk.
Someone can take your money and not take
care of you, but chances are you’d have tipped
them regardless. Maybe it cost a few extra
bucks. To me, buying the futures on tips is a
well-calculated risk.
It works for me. My car is always parked
right near the exit at the garage. I’m always
squeezed in when I need an emergency
haircut. I never wait for a table at the
restaurants I frequent. I always scratch their
backs before they can scratch mine.

"

Tipping doormen
wasn’t about past
accomplishments like
signed packages, hailed
cabs, and squashed noise
complaints... It was about
the future packages,
cabs, and complaints.
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It’s considered
good business, but
at what cost?
And once that’s been established, I get the
royal treatment. I also try to tip those who
might be overlooked. For the person that
checks you into a hotel, an extra $20 or $40 is
powerful. Upgraded rooms and free movies start
popping up on the computer screen. Everyone
wins... Well, except for maybe the hotel.
The favor economy works the same way. It’s
simply doing something for someone with
expectations of reciprocity. It’s mutually
beneficial. Like when a pair of New York Jets
tickets landed in my lap. Despite being a huge
football fan, I wasn’t interested in driving to
New Jersey on a Sunday to see a team that
I didn’t like. But I knew the mechanic who
works on my car was a huge fan. The result:
My good deed turned into some excellent
free service.
But where should we draw the line? Is there
some moral stratosphere where the tit-for-tat
strategy becomes cloudy ethics with increased
temperatures of risk?
We begin to see a shift toward more serious
consequences as we go higher up the ladder...
On Wall Street and in other big-revenue
industries, we see similar actions and reactions
in the form of tipping or gifting. If you take
care of your clients and employees it can
potentially increase revenues, improve image
and perception, create lead generation, and

increase sales and referrals. It’s considered
good business, but at what cost?
When I was a head trader of a couple
billion-dollar hedge funds, you could walk
by my desk every December and see cases
and cases of wine, Omaha steaks on dry ice,
broker-branded attire and luggage, signed
memorabilia from Cleveland sports teams,
private plane invites to the upcoming Super
Bowl... You know, just a nice holiday gesture
from the brokers who covered my account.
And of course I was influenced. Who was I
going to give my next million-share trade to?
The guy who sent me two cases of my favorite
tequila, or the guy who sent me a $25 gift
card to Applebee’s with a scarf that had his
firm’s logo emblazoned on it? Decisions were
made without a thought of fiduciary duty.
The financial industry has taken aggressive
steps to stop this kind of pay-to-play behavior
over the last decade or so. They tell employees
on the “buy side” that if they accept gifts it
can, and will, result in termination. And the
“sell side” brokers are no longer allowed to
expense lavish gifts to their clients. Many of
the men and women I spoke with at mutual
funds, hedge funds, and sell-side brokers told
me that it’s much harder to curry commission
dollars with expensive gifts these days. But
it’s wrong to say it’s been eliminated... An
easy way to circumvent these rules is to send
the gifts to the home instead of the office,
and for the buyer to eat the costs. It’s because
they know they’ll be handsomely rewarded. It
comes down to simple math.
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At the top of the pay-for-play ladder is
Corporate Feudalism, a political system
whereby corporations replace or coopt
governments. It’s the intersection of money
and politics, and it’s similar to me giving the
garage attendant $5 every time I roll in. I
take care of him so he takes care of me. If the
corporations take care of the politicians then
the politicians take care of the corporations.
Regardless whether you’re on the right, left, or
middle, the idea of buying political influence
should be concerning. Some of the issues
can be traced back to Citizens United v.
Federal Election Commission, when the U.S.
Supreme Court struck down part of a law that
barred corporations from paying for political
ads before and during an election. Today,

Turney Duff is a former trader at
one of the biggest hedge funds
in the world, the Galleon Group,
where its founder and several
Galleon employees were found
guilty of insider trading. Turney
rose through the ranks and then
fell prey to the trappings of Wall
Street: money, sex, drugs,
alcohol, and power. Turney
chronicles his spectacular
rise and fall in his
bestselling book, The Buy
Side: A Wall Street Trader’s
Tale of Spectacular Excess.
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Who was I going to give
my next million-share
trade to? The guy who
sent me two cases of my
favorite tequila, or the guy
who sent me a $25 gift
card to Applebee’s with
a scarf that had his firm’s
logo emblazoned on it?

corporate political spending has become a
multibillion-dollar industry. Money makes it
easy to lobby Congress and the government.
Big dollars can win many legislative and
regulatory fights.
Some people call giving corporations a better
tax rate, less regulation, and more influence,
“capitalism.” Others liken it to feudalism. But
as a society, do we want to become more or
less dependent on big corporations? Look at
the stock market to see it happening in real
time. Stocks don’t lie. People do.
The recent run-up has been largely in
anticipation of tax reform giving corporations
more money and power and maybe,
hopefully, more jobs and higher wages. It’s
hard to predict the future, but it feels like
“cross your fingers” economics for the middle
and lower class.
And whether you’re a Republican or
Democrat, it’s easy to throw stones.

BITCOIN SECRET COULD MAKE
YOU 55 TIMES YOUR MONEY
“If you take action right now, you could make more
money on the crypto boom than you’ve ever made
before on any other investment. But if you wait…
you could miss out on massive gains in 2018.”
If you think you’ve missed out on the historic boom in Bitcoin…
You’ll want to pay attention to this breaking development.
A new rule – set to go into effect by the end of 2017 – is expected to
send tens of billions of dollars flooding into the crypto market.
A move that could send Bitcoin skyrocketing far higher than anybody
expected – within a matter of weeks.

Get the full story here…
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THE GHOST OF
RETIREMENT
FUTURE

Ah,

the holidays. A magical time for family gatherings and holiday parties, where
we join with friends and loved ones to celebrate. And how do we show our
appreciation to those we hold dearest? With gifts, of course! So we spend. And spend.
And... spend.
However, soon the arrival of holiday bills replaces holiday cards and family
newsletters.
Along with the joy that this time of year brings, household spending jumps, too. And
much of it lands on interest-accruing credit cards.
With all the money we’re spending this season at Wal-Mart, Target, Best Buy, and Amazon,
you’d think we’d be equally generous to ourselves – in terms of retirement savings.
Ask yourself: How much have you spent on the holidays... And how much do you have
invested in a retirement account? Do you, um – gulp – have a plan for retirement?
If you’re starting to sweat despite the nip in the December air, you’re not alone. Here
are a few other people trying to navigate retirement...

WHEN YOU RETIRE, WILL A LUMP
OF COAL BE IN YOUR 401(K)?
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KAT, a recently married
28-year-old young professional
Kat and her new husband, Ryan, married
over the summer. Since they just paid for
a wedding, Kat says they’re trying to avoid
excessive holiday spending this year: “I have
a deal with friends and family – I don’t spend
on them, and they don’t spend on me.”
However, given the Black Friday deals
available, the couple did splurge on a few
pieces of furniture to fill out their new home.
When our conversation turned to retirement,
Kat was blunt: “The way the world is today,
I don’t think I’ll be able to retire. We’re more
focused on paying down debt, because we
both have student loans. We are saving for a
house, but not for retirement at this point.”

Tip:

If your employer offers an employee

“match” on 401(k) or other retirement
savings, make sure you take it. It’s some
of the only “free money” available in the
market.

SUE, a 61-year-old divorcee
living on disability
Sue let out a melancholy laugh when asked
about retirement. For her, the idea of retiring
is as amusing as it is unlikely. “When I was
married, we owned a house and held 401(k)
accounts. I always assumed that the house
would appreciate, and that the value of the
home combined with our retirement accounts
would be our retirement.”
Instead, her former husband took out home
equity loans and cashed in the retirement

accounts to invest in a business venture that
failed. That financial stress led to divorce and
Sue found herself living “month to month”
on disability. She supplements her meager
checks by babysitting for her neighbors. “I
don’t know what they expect you to do,” she
laments. “At this point, I’ll never completely
retire.” She laughs off a question about
holiday spending.

By Brian
Courtney

Tip: Sue isn’t in a great spot. But she’s got
the right idea by finding a second source of
income in retirement.

CLAIRE, a 31-year-old
professional, currently taking
graduate classes
Claire admits she hasn’t started saving for
retirement. “I came to the U.S. on a student
visa, so I paid for school out of pocket. Student
loans are only available to permanent residents.
On the upside, I don’t have any debt.”
After graduating, she found a job that
sponsored her green card and offered to pay for
her master’s degree. “Once I get my master’s,
my earning power will rise. Then I can begin
focusing on retirement. Since I’m not paying
student loans back, I’m not going to be far
behind my peers.” As far as holiday spending?
“I’ll admit,” she says, “I spend pretty lavishly
on my family. After all, because it’s international,
we only see each other once a year!”

Tip: Claire is ahead of most students. The
average student-loan debt is about $30,000
per borrower... So many graduating students
start out their careers with a negative net
worth. Still, waiting to save for retirement is
a major mistake.
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THE GHOST OF
RETIREMENT FUTURE
HAHN, a 27-year-old nurse and
single mother of a three-year-old
“I know I want to retire in Costa Rica, just
not how I’m going to do it yet,” Hahn says.
“I’ve had a 401(k) for four years, since I
started working.” She’s interested in planning
for retirement, but isn’t sure she’s on the right
track: “I started my 401(k) because society
tells you it’s the right thing to do, but no one
ever really taught me about this stuff. I don’t
understand a lot of it.”
As far as expenses go, Hahn is in the same
debt cycle as millions of other Americans:
car note, credit cards, and student loans.
However, it’s future expenses that really have
her attention. “My daughter’s only three, so
it’s not very expensive right now. As she gets
older... I don’t even want to think about it.
And I’m considering grad school, because I’m

not satisfied with my current income. But
that’s more debt, too.”

Tip: Moving to a state or country with
a lower cost of living is a great way to
“upgrade” your retirement. We’re putting this
on our list to write about in coming issues.

MIKE, 32-year-old account
manager and proud father of a
new baby boy
Mike is happy with his progress in saving
for retirement... “My parents worked in the
financial industry, so I’ve grown up knowing
the importance of budgeting and saving.”
Mike’s paycheck is set to automatically
contribute to his 401(k), and he knows
“exactly what is in it” as far as investments. He
has a proactive attitude regarding retirement,
stating “if you’re worried about it, you should
do something about it. Invest in yourself as far
as furthering education. Investing in yourself
will always make the difference.”
However, he makes it clear that he doesn’t live
a spartan lifestyle, adding: “I by no means
save every penny, I just try to be selective and
wise in my spending.” As an example, he cites
the one big purchase he made during Black
Friday: a new speaker for his TV.

Tip: If you’re not in the same confident
place that Mike is, you can get there in a few
easy steps.
In our October issue of American
Consequences, Dr. David Eifrig shared
why you should think of retirement in a
Hank Blaustein | © 2017 Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.
Used by permission. www.GrantsPub.com
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completely different way... “Take Care Of: The
Three Most Dangerous Words in America.”

Boost Your Stock Gains By Up To
1,000% Using The Magic Calculator
How does it work?
The Magic Calculator works
by using data points:
1) Stock price
2) Volatility
3) Portfolio size
4) Risk tolerance
For just a single stock,
it gathers 3,053 of these
data points and runs
each through 9,250
calculations every day.
On a portfolio of just
20 stocks, the Magic
Calculator examines
61,060 data points
and performs
185,000 calculations
a day…
The biggest reason
people lose money in the
stock market is because
they get scared… and
sell at the wrong time.
The Magic Calculator
helps you AVOID all
that.

The Magic Calculator Functionality
Automatically scans your portfolio
each day with real-time data and
looks for extra profits.
Alerts you when to BUY more &
SELL shares...
Shows how much you should invest
in any new stock given your
portfolio size.
You can “TEST” any stock before
you buy it. (Simply type the symbol
of any stock you want to buy into
the Magic Calculator, and wait for
a red… yellow… or green light.)

Real Customer: Dale

Sold too early and missed an extra $8,236

www.MagicProfits2017.com

Bonus Features
Advanced portfolio stock
management & tracking
Smart volatility and stock
signal algorithms
Targeted action alerts
Investment amount sizing
and riskcalculators
Portfolio risk “re-balancing”
Access to over $1,000 worth
of investment research from
renowned analysts, at no
additional cost.
Access to data-driven
resources, tips and coaching
from my team of investment
professionals.
You’ll also receive The
Magic Calculator Investing
Primer. It’s designed to get
you started using the Magic
Calculator as soon as possible…
to help you potentially double
or triple your profit on every
stock you own.

CLICK HERE

Endless
Necktie
WiFi-Connected
Orthodontic Retainer
that make you sound like
you know everything!

SmartMouth™
MiniMiracle
Home
Sauna
Compact box of
hot rocks and
special pitcher
of water turn
any closet into a
stand-up sauna
bath for fun and
relaxation!

(Pat. Pending)

THE ONLY
NECKTIE YOU’LL
EVER NEED
40 feet of
genuine silk.
Just put it around
your collar &
pull till you get
the necktie look
you want. Tuck
the rest into your
trousers!

Patterns include stripes, solids, paisley, polka dots, plaids,
checks, tie-dye, funny sayings, lucky horseshoes, and much,
much more...

(Also steams
wrinkles out of
clothes)

Hand-Crafted Duplex
Pet Pillow
Allows your
cat to sleep
comfortably
on your face!
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Riderless Bicycle
Unmanned bike uses microchips, GPS, and
computer vision to sense its environment and
navigate without human input!

From P. J. O’Rourke and Henry Smith

Amazing Cordless Phone Cord
Everybody seems to be
opening a can of worms
these days. But this is your
own personal can. And you
don’t have to open it!

Can of Worms
PiggyBackPack
A Backpack’s Backpack

Never lose your
cordless phone
again!
“PhoneHome”
invention attaches
your cordless phone
to its receiver.
Also great for cell
phones, smart
phones and
other personalcommunication
devices! Just attach
“PhoneHome” to
special magnetic
refrigerator door
bracket, included
free.

!!!

BONUS

Purchase 2 or more gifts and get a free
subscription to Anti-Social Media.

Not enough
room? Here’s
a pack that
straps on the
back of your
backpack
pack.

It’s the app for people and things you hate!
Includes:

Buy 2 and we’ll throw in the PiggyPiggyBackBackPack
Straps on the back of the pack on your backpack

buttbook.com

snit_er.com

SnapAtChat

NixIt

GoogleHex

Twitopedia

DisInterest

and much much more

Chameleon Shoe Shades
Men – Don’t worry if brown shoes go with a blue suit! Change
footwear with just the pull of a finger. Three “Shoe Shades” on
spring-loaded rollers give you the choice of dressy black, rich
oxblood brown, and casual sneaker shoes!
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CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

THE
DEATH
OF
SHOPPING
What you
do
or eat m
atters
more tod
ay
than the
label
on what
you
own...

The bustling marketplace is so foundational to humanity that it has its
own phobia. But like many of our hardwired social anxieties, the root
meaning of agoraphobia – literally a “fear of the marketplace” – won’t
translate for future generations.
By Alice
Lloyd
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THE DEATH
OF SHOPPING
Trading currency for material goods is now,
more often than not, an asocial exchange.
Online sales have topped in-person traffic
during retail’s reliable blockbuster Black
Friday weekend for years. The gap widened
again this year, when 7 million more shoppers
clicked to confirm purchases than put on
pants and drove to the mall, according to the
National Retail Federation. The first workday
after Thanksgiving, known as Cyber Monday,
saw more than 81 million consumers logging
in and checking out – 63% of whom browsed
from their mobile phones.
Even in the weird year that brought us the
brick-and-mortar Amazon bookstore, our old
shopping habits have only faded further.
Toys R Us, its stores famously swarmed by
rabid parents during the Tickle Me Elmo
riots of ‘96, finally filed for bankruptcy in
September. The discount department store
Kohl’s now hosts return kiosks for Amazon
purchases, in the vain hope that shoppers
lured by the one competitive convenience
of a physical plant will remember their lost
fondness for the person-to-person transaction.
Macy’s, meanwhile, may be following in the
funereal footsteps of Sears and Kmart.
“They’re 20th-century relics,” says Paco
Underhill, retail anthropologist and author
of the late-’90s marketing bible Why We Buy:
The Science of Shopping and, more recently,
What Women Want: The Science of Female
Shopping. For failing to adapt to the demands
of a market that now officially lives more
online than off, “These stores,” he tells me,
“deserve to die.”
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What really forces the spirit of the season,
recall, is something undying. The social
pressure to buy things this time of year for
our friends, family, and acquaintances holds
over from the week-long Roman festival of
Saturnalia. Townsfolk gave gifts, slaves ran
free – if temporarily – and everyone drank too
much.
We still indulge in the old traditions, but
modern convenience removes the requirement
to leave the house first. No longer having to
fight through the yuletide crowds or to wait
in endless checkout lines listening to pop
stars’ trite nouveau standards and pretending
not to enjoy them – can we know it’s
Christmastime at all?
Underhill recently gave a lecture at the
Fashion Institute of Technology, where
designers and merchants in training brace for
an uncertain retail economy. His topic was
the changing nature of gift-giving, and he
gave students the difficult news – “We have
a generation of gift givers who understand
that what sends the right message may be
something consumable, or a gift card, or
an experience.” Underhill knows his stuff:
Restaurant gift cards did indeed top the list
of holiday gifts bought by 18- to 24-year-olds
this year, according to the tally-takers at the
National Retail Federation.
North America and Western Europe’s most
reliable spenders of discretionary income,
high-earners over the age of 55, don’t go in
for material objects like their parents did. The
Baby Boomer, coming home in the end to the
soupy idealism of her anti-consumerist youth,
would sooner shell out for an expensive,
enriching “experience” – like one of 2018’s

rumored Neil Young concerts or a trip to an
unpronounceable island where her friends
haven’t been – than an enviable object. Lavish
experiences can be more widely and effectively
flaunted via social media than beautiful items,
of course, which are best coveted by a discrete
audience of first-hand witnesses.

bizarre takes on the mundane, like a silver “tin
can” for $1,000 – anything to make the wellknown label seem unusual.
What one does or eats and with whom – or
what one can be seen and documented doing
– matters more than the old fashion labels in
the new field of authoring identity through
social media.

In its golden age, we have every reason to
forget that luxury shopping actually was an
It used to be one’s outward appearance
enriching sensory experience on its own. In
primarily that first told the world who we
high temples to American acquisitiveness
were, without our having to say a word. The
– like the former B. Altman, now a CUNY
Southern master of 20th-century malaise
campus – one would wander dizzily between
Walker Percy wrote about the needless
counters and racks of dresses and scarves, and
clothes-shopping impulse as a side effect of
leave laden with shiny packages. But these are
the overthought self-image in a memorable
things I’ve only seen in the movies. According
footnote to his 1983 mock self-help book Lost
to Hollywood’s account, there
in the Cosmos. It rang so true
were models – like Lauren Bacall,
to my late teenage self that I’ve
Lavish
Marilyn Monroe, and Betty Grable
never forgotten it:
in How to Marry a Millionaire –
experiences
whose whole job was to try on
“What does a woman
can be more
outfits for prospective shoppers.
mean when she says ‘I
widely and
And there were attendants, like
don’t have a thing to
effectively
Joan Crawford in The Women,
wear,’ when in fact she
flaunted
whose lives revolved around
has a closet full of clothes?
spraying innocent women with
While her statement seems
via social
perfumes they didn’t want and
absurd to her husband or
media than
seducing their husbands. (America,
a connivance to get more
beautiful
we’re to understand, was great
clothes, she is telling the
items,
of
once.)
truth. She does not have a
thing to wear because all the
course,
Today’s shoppers just don’t bend to
things hanging in her closet
which are
traditions. Millennials of means,
have been emptied out and
Underhill says, favor “experiences”
best coveted
become invisible.”
much as their parents do. And
by a discrete
when they go after things, they’re
Or, “What we buy is who we
audience
of
unique, personalized, or at least
are,” as Underhill says. But these
first-hand
of an uncommon vintage. Trying
days, “You don’t have to show
to keep up, Tiffany now turns out
witnesses.
your labels. You can show where
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THE DEATH
OF SHOPPING
you went on your honeymoon – or where
you’re having brunch on a Saturday.”
At a French bistro brunch spot in downtown
D.C. the first weekend in December, I
overheard three girlfriends debating whether
to brave the crushing mobs and attempt
some Christmas shopping at a nearby offprice apparel outlet. Shawna Guillemette, a
33-year-old geneticist visiting from Boston
whom I later bothered for a quote, told the
two others she’d already done every last bit of
her gift buying on Amazon. From trinkets for
the yearly Yankee swap at work to ski gloves
for a family member who’d coveted hers –
everything was easier to find, and typically less
expensive, online.
But what really made her quit the timehonored tradition of the in-person
transaction? “I just can’t stand all the people,”
she said. Her two friends nodded along. But
one of them, a red-haired woman who said
she makes all her Christmas gifts – soaps,
sachets – by hand but orders the materials on
Amazon, leaned over to confess, “Watch, we’ll
probably end up going to TJ Maxx anyway.”
While main street department stores thrive
only in Jean Shepherd’s childhood memories
– and shopping malls, though they’re harder
to romanticize, grow over with weeds
and graffiti across the country’s emptying
midsection – “fast fashion” purveyors survive
as hunting-grounds for bargain shoppers.
Here, the shopping is the experience.
The root of their continued success also
answers the literally perennial question of why
Black Friday rioters behave the way they do
when they run wild, mad for a deal. Yearly
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reports of tramplings and fistfights in the first
hours after Thanksgiving are enough to make
anyone fear the modern agora. In-person
retail still serves a primordial purpose, deeper
than the social need to illustrate for beset
shoppers the importance of good manners.
It’s an itch most satisfyingly scratched when
one finds a solid enough justification for a
frivolous purchase, like my footnote from
Walker Percy. Experts like Underhill call such
thin rationalizations symptoms of “shopping
sickness.” But it’s also exceptionally American:
The overfed acquisitive impulse springs from
the aspirational core of what it means to
pursue happiness. And, even while the venue
for the symptoms’ recurrence has mostly left
physical reality, the sickness will persist.
Retail shopping – particularly the fevered
variety that takes place between now and,
for some of us on, December 24 – isn’t going
anywhere.
For now, there are even retailers to rush out
to when you remember you’d forgotten that
one cousin’s new baby. But apart from the
adrenaline kick of that last-minute sprint to
a still solvent big-box store like BuyBuyBaby
for a set of Margaret Wise Brown board
books, most of what once made the allAmerican hassle of Christmas shopping oddly
enjoyable has faded from necessity. Come the
inevitable dawn of the Amazon drone, our old
rituals will have died completely. Browsing for
and buying stuff no one really needs, like all
small joys, we will only ever do alone with
our phones.
Alice Lloyd is a staff writer at
The Weekly Standard.

ADVERTORIAL

The Truth Behind the Crypto Mania
By Jeff Brown, editor, The Near Future Report

O

n March 10, 2000, the Nasdaq Composite Index closed at an all-time high of 5,048.
The height of the dot-com bubble.

We know how it ended. The index fell 78% in the next 30 months. $5 trillion in
market capitalization was lost. It was one of the worst market crashes in history.
There are some parallels between the internet boom and what is happening today…
An industry-altering technology with near limitless applications has burst onto the scene. And
like the dot-com bubble, assets associated with this technology are soaring.
The technology is the blockchain, the decentralized ledger technology underpinning most
cryptocurrencies. The assets that are soaring are digital tokens, digital coins, cryptocurrencies, and
the companies behind them.

What’s Driving the Increase in
Cryptocurrency Prices?
Money… and a lot of it.
As industry, enterprise, financial institutions, and
even governments began to discover the immense
potential of distributed-ledger technology and
the kinds of applications that can be deployed on
blockchains, the financial world took notice.
And that has driven billions of dollars of private
capital into the new asset class of cryptocurrencies.
Look no further than what is happening with initial
coin offerings (ICOs).
Capital raised by ICOs slowly started to increase
throughout 2016, and by the third quarter of this
year, funding raised by ICOs exceeded funding
raised through traditional venture capital channels.

The Future of Blockchain
In the late ’90s, runaway optimism for internet
technology created a bubble, and crash, of epic
proportions.
But here’s the thing… the internet DID
revolutionize the world. We already know this.

The way we communicate, conduct business, work,
transact, and even shop changed dramatically.
While some companies like Pets.com and Webvan
failed completely during the market crash, others
like eBay and Amazon did fulfill on their visions –
eBay is up 4,900% since October of 1998. Amazon
is up more than 78,000% since June of 1997.
Blockchain technology will revolutionize the world
the way internet technology has over the last 20
years. I would argue that the impact will be even
more profound than what we experienced with the
internet.
And it’s not too late for you to find companies with
this same potential in the blockchain space.
Smart investors stand to make 21 times their money
over the next few years. But 99% of investors are
so distracted with bitcoin that they’re missing the
bigger picture.
You don’t have to be one of them.
I’ve uncovered three ways to profit safely from the
blockchain explosion without ever downloading
a digital wallet or logging onto a cryptocurrency
exchange. Click here to see how.

By American Consequences Editorial Staff

Did You Make 20%
or More From the

‘DEATH OF MALLS’?
T
he downtown department store was
the retail king for about 60 years. The
suburban malls that replaced it have
enjoyed a reign nearly that long, and many
are now long in the tooth.
Many department stores successfully rode
that wave of change, enjoying a symbiotic
relationship with the malls. They became
the malls’ anchor tenants, helping them lure
billions of shoppers each year.
But that’s changing...
American shoppers never stop evolving. There
are outlet malls now – outdoor clusters of
manufacturer-branded stores. And of course,
Internet shopping has changed everything.
You can now buy anything you want without
leaving the couch. Indeed, U.S. Internet sales
have grown 18% per year from a mere $27
billion in 2000 to $400 billion-plus this year.

And this holiday season, the massive shift
from brick-and-mortar stores to online
retailers continues...

More Americans shopped online than in
physical stores on Black Friday and over the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
To thrive in this new retail world, mall
operators will need to be nimble and spend
considerable cash to stay out in front of the
changing environment.

And about a year ago, the analysts at
Stansberry’s Investment Advisory recommended
“shorting” the worst mall operator of the
bunch. Below, we’ve featured an edited excerpt
from what they wrote, originally published in
September 2016. Did you read it?...

CLICK HERE TO

More Americans shopped
online than in physical stores
on Black Friday and over the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.

READ THE WEB VERSION
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From Stansberry’s
Investment Advisory

STORE CLOSURES
ARE JUST
GETTING
MALL ‘SURVIVORS’ FACE A
HUGE CAPITAL BURDEN
STARTED
T

housands of malls were built in the 1960s and
1970s, and while the architecture could differ
from city to city, the format was basically the
same... The original suburban mall was designed
to showcase department-store tenants.
When Younkers, Hutzler’s, and Miller & Rhoads
opened mall locations, they became the
property’s prized possessions. You couldn’t
operate a successful mall without large
department stores “anchoring” each end. People
came to the malls for the anchor stores, and
the traffic these stores generated sustained the
other smaller retailers, known as “inline” tenants.
That model has now flipped...
The inline retail stores generate the traffic. The
department stores are increasingly a place for
busy shoppers to cut through on the way to the
parking lot.
Furthermore, the Internet helps shoppers
find exactly what they want before they go to
the mall. They no longer need to browse in
large department stores and get the help of
department-store employees to make decisions.
Large department stores like Sears and JC
Penney have been shutting down their weaker
stores for years. That’s not news. But until
recently, store closings have plodded along at a
moderate pace, and mall operators have been
able to replace their lost anchor tenants with
smaller retailers and innovative reconfigurations
(more on that in a moment).

The traditional enclosed-mall design is dead.
Not that everyone knows it yet.
At a time when many brick-and-mortar retailers
are either closing stores or going out of
business, debt-ridden mall operator GGP (GGP)
is building a new mall...
The company expects the $525 million mall
in Norwalk, Connecticut to open in 2019, with
Nordstrom and Bloomingdale’s as its anchors.
The move shows that GGP is behind the times. Only
six large malls were built in the decade ending
2015... compared with 54 in the previous decade.
This might just be the last mall ever built.
These days, developers are generally only
interested in building places like The Grove in
Los Angeles, a 575,000-square-foot outdoor
marketplace dotted with art-deco style
architecture and a lot of open spaces.
For “traditional” malls to survive, they need
to commit to massive capital investments
to transform the vacant space left by the
disappearing store anchors. When an anchor
store leaves, something else has to replace it.
And we must admit, the mall operators –
particularly Simon Property Group (SPG) – have
done better than we expected filling these retail
holes. These redevelopments have included health
clubs, call centers, movie theaters, restaurants,
and even subdivided inline space. They’ve
handled these closures well, at least so far.
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THE MALL MARKET IS
OVERHEATED
One thing that you’ll often notice in these
redevelopment efforts is that, in an unexpected
twist, America’s shoppers now want their malls
to be full of outdoor space...

This last reason for shorting is certainly our most
controversial. Most market pundits think the
picture is rosy for malls. But looking at the data,
we see big problems ahead.

Here in suburban Baltimore, when a huge L.L.
Bean store closed its doors, the Mall in Columbia
underwent a $23 million outdoor renovation. The
mall’s operator razed the L.L. Bean building and
another interior inline space to create the openair Plaza at the Mall in Columbia. The new space
includes two upscale restaurants, the high-end
fashion store Anthropologie, and a shop selling
expensive vinegar and olive oils, among other
retailers.

Sales at North American department stores
dropped from $200 per square foot in 2006 to
$165 per square foot in 2015... Yet despite being
in a tenuous transition period, mall property
values have soared. According to Green Street
Advisors, mall values declined around 35%
during the credit crisis. But they have since
ballooned and are now 44% higher than the precrisis 2007 peak.

The conversion has been a rousing, if expensive,
success.
But so far, the store closures have been
proceeding at a leisurely pace. For example,
GGP – which owns the Mall in Columbia – has
only dealt with 83 department-store vacancies
since 2011. That’s really only 15-20 per year. If the
Macy’s announcement that it would close 15% of
its locations is any indication of what’s to come
from other big-box retailers, the pace of store
closures will double or even triple in the next
couple of years. And you can only fill so many
square feet with movie theaters and olive oil
shops...
The huge problem mall owners face is that
redevelopment efforts are expensive – costing
tens of millions of dollars. If the pace of store
closures accelerates at the same time the credit
cycle tightens, mall operators are going to see
many of their properties go bust.

Meanwhile, an analysis of capitalization rates,
or “cap rates,” demonstrates just how frothy
the mall market has become. A “cap rate” is
essentially the rate of return for real estate
based on the income a property is expected to
generate. The higher the cap rate, the better the
potential return for the investor (disregarding
price appreciation/depreciation).
Today, cap rates are at extreme lows. In fact, cap
rates are near levels seen right before the last
credit crisis.
Of course, as often happens, conventional wisdom
ignores the writing on the wall. “Mall bulls” say
that things will be just fine... that the demise of
the American mall is greatly overstated. After all,
occupancy rates are still north of 95%.
But with their largest tenants on the ropes...
record redevelopment expenditures on the
horizon... and a potential credit crisis looming... it
seems like an odd time for mall property values
to be pushing record highs.
When you add it all up, mall owners are a great
target for the short portion of your portfolio.
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HOW’D IT TURN OUT?
Despite a raging bull market that has pushed
most stocks in the U.S. to record highs, malls
have suffered... And the “mall owner in the
worst position” – GGP – that the analysts
targeted for shorting dropped more than
30% before a competitor announced a bid to
acquire it.
Both mall operators are saddled with billions
in debt. And that’s before the transaction.
Too often when executives don’t know how to
compete in a changing market, they believe
getting bigger is better. The outlook is grim
for this combined company once it completes
the merger.

Why it’s NOT too late to get
rich in the Bitcoin boom
Math whiz and former teen investing
prodigy reveals the #1 way to make
money with cryptocurrencies right
now. [HINT: It has nothing to do
with buying Bitcoin or Ethereum
or any other crypto.] Click here for
the full story.

In the meantime, the Investment Advisory
analysts locked in 20% gains on this short
position for their paid subscribers.
It’s critical to maintain short exposure in
your portfolio as a form of “insurance.”
Shorting stocks (especially in a bull market)
is inherently difficult. But a few smart short
sales can serve as an effective hedge should the
overall market turn south.

The “mall owner in the worst
position” – GGP – that the
analysts targeted for shorting
dropped more than 30% before
a competitor announced a bid
to acquire it.

The New Way to Get
Rich in America Today
A medical doctor who’s made over
$3 million in the investment world
explains his secret… and how to
use it yourself, by legally bypassing
Rule 501. Click here to learn more.
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Exploring the two reasons behind the Toy Big Bang...
As I remember it – hazily, since this was more than 20 years ago – my
toddler son and I needed one last “zot” to finish our project. The result
was a swooping, colorful structure that might, in the forge of my son’s
imagination, serve as anything from a rollercoaster to a warship to a
dinosaur from Lost Atlantis.

But wait: What, you might ask, the hell is
a zot? If you don’t know, I can only stand
back and envy the sheltered, unadventurous
life you’ve lived. A zot was a close relative
of a “toober.” These soft and pliable foam
pieces made up the toy called, rather literalmindedly, Toobers & Zots.
I used to think of them as the Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Sprat of the toy world: the long, lean
toober and the smaller, flatter, circular zot.
Toobers were measured in feet, while zots
came in several sizes, but most ranged from a
half-dollar diameter down to that of a pencil
eraser. Easy to miss, in other words.
And sure enough, as we finished the
rollercoaster-warship-dinosaur, the zot that we
needed eluded us. We were surrounded on the
floor with seemingly thousands of zots... but
not the necessary, the indispensable, the Platonic
zot that would complete our dream. I had
seen it moments ago, and then it was gone.
There’s a poignant end to this story, which
I’ll get to in a moment. But first a historical
note: Roughly around the time of my
son’s toddlerhood, America experienced
the Toy Big Bang, a singularity in the
history of consumerism and consumption
in our beloved, bloated country. The

By Andrew Ferguson

cosmic expansion wasn’t merely a vast
increase in toys on sale to badgered parents.
More perniciously, it also involved an
unprecedented exfoliation of parts within the
toys themselves.

The cosmic expansion wasn’t
merely a vast increase in toys
on sale to badgered parents.
More perniciously, it also
involved an unprecedented
exfoliation of parts within the
toys themselves.
Toobers & Zots, which had come on the market
only months before we confronted the case of
the missing zot, was an excellent example. It
was sold as a single toy, but in fact consisted
of dozens and dozens of individual pieces.
And the collateral damage of the Big Bang
touched practically every toy line. For
instance: Toys tied to the Star Wars franchise
in the late ‘70s, which clogged the bedrooms
of my two nephews, were usually single pieces
of injection-molded plastic, like a big bulky
Millennium Falcon or an (actually pretty
cool) Death Star. But by the 1990s, when my
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son fell victim to Star Wars, the Death Star
and Millennium Falcon came with scores of
movable, extractable, easily losable parts, each
no bigger than a toddler’s toenail.
The most notable contribution to the
expansion came, of course, from Legos. For
years Legos had been a collection of relatively
identical building blocks that could be
assembled this way or that, according to each
kid’s fancy. Without warning in the 1990s,
the company shifted its product lines to
elaborate renderings of detailed fantasy scenes:
a princess’s castle, an Indian encampment,
a Gold Rush town, Cape Canaveral, and
many more. Each scene was peopled by a
dozen or more figures. These were called
minifigures, appropriately enough, because
each was an inch high. Each minifigure,
in turn, required multiple accouterments
even mini-er than the figure – crowns,
feathered headdresses, pickaxes, fuel lines,
ammo belts. And the physical environment
in which the minifigures disported with
their miniaccoutrements required many
more detachable parts as well (trees, shrubs,
weathered stone, wooden shacks with tiny
swinging doors distressed with age). The
verisimilitude was dazzling. So was the
detailing, if a parent could see it. Lots of the
new Lego parts featured details so small as to
be barely visible to the naked adult eye.
The trend toward toy disaggregation has only
accelerated since then. Even traditional-styled
toys, such as the American Girl line of large
dolls – appearing, at first glance, so humble
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and friendly and innocent – come with
microscopic, sharp-edged add-ons that are
certain either to disappear or worse, reappear
unexpectedly, within a week of purchase.
Just try keeping track of the pair of earrings
miniaturized to fit the pierced lobes of your
American Girl, the finger rings, too, and the
little bracelet you assemble yourself.
Today’s parents must learn the lesson that
my wife and I learned 20 years ago, and that
my mother and father never needed to learn
30 years before that. A house can become a
minefield.

Little items bring big pain.
And most likely the children,
observing carefully, will learn a
colorful new word.
No parent of a young child can walk shoeless
to the bathroom or across the floor of the den
without facing danger: If the splinter-sized
saber of a pirate of the Caribbean doesn’t dig
deep into your heel, the tiny plastic stiletto
slipper from Cinderella’s miniature shoe closet
will puncture your instep. And if you step on
the old prospector’s mule cart ... you don’t
want to think about it. Little items bring big
pain. And most likely the children, observing
carefully, will learn a colorful new word.
From what I can tell, there were at least two
ideas behind the Toy Big Bang – one highminded, the other commercial.
The first was the notion of constant
entertainment. The range of playthings had
to be so vast as to eliminate the possibility of

a child growing bored. Thus the kid could be
left alone to play with one little thing after
another without bothering the distracted
parent (or, more recently, the nannies and
daycare workers staring at their phones).
Boredom, by this way of thinking, was to
be avoided at all costs – the cost of a house
with endless clutter and scarred insteps. This
ignores the timeless fact that boredom is an
indispensable goad to human creativity; it
has been the source of most of civilization’s
greatest advances. The Romans didn’t conquer
the known world because they were busy with
the ancient equivalent of toobers. They divided
Gaul into three parts because they got bored.
Second, an open-ended toy with a hundred
pieces can always use another hundred pieces.
There will never be a shortage of add-ons
for mom and dad to buy. It’s like crafty
moviemakers dreaming up sequels to popular
movies, so that Cars leads inevitably to Cars
5. That Death Star could use another corps of
Imperial Guards. Suddenly the old prospector
needs a wife and kids and a group of sinister
banditos threatening his stash of gold. Once
glimpsed on a pop-up ad or during a stroll
down the Toys R Us aisle, these new additions
will be irresistible. And on Christmas Day the
clutter quotient will grow at the speed of light.
Forgive me one grumpy note of nostalgia. It
was not always thus.
For a sense of what the toy scene was like in
my youth, consider Toy Story. It was not only
a great movie but also curiously retrograde.
Woody and Buzz, Rex the dinosaur and
Slinky Dog, Hamm the oinker and Little
Bo Peep – these are unitary toys, holdable
in the hand, that evoke a simpler, more

straightforward world of play. One reason
the Toy Story movies worked for audiences of
all ages was that they tapped the sentimental
attachment that parents have for their longlost toys. I don’t know for sure, but I get
sentimental remembering my old collection of
Matchbox cars, complete with their delicious
lead paint, in ways that I think my son, now
married and moving into his late 20s, does
not, cannot, feel about “Toobers & Zots.”
Which brings me back to where we began,
with the disappearing zot. Weeks passed
and it never showed up – until one morning
at breakfast. Surveying his bowl of Cap’n
Crunch, my son let loose with a roaring
sneeze. And suddenly, there on his tray,
was the zot. Some zots, it turned out,
matched precisely the size of a toddler’s
nostril. Noticing this as we built our
swooping structure, my son inserted the zot,
inadvertently sniffed, and there it had stayed
until a great sneeze could unloose it.
So here’s one last reason to regret the Cosmic
Toy Expansion and recall fondly the toys of
long ago. In all of history, no child ever tried
to put a Matchbox Mustang up his nose.

Andrew Ferguson is the author of
several books, including Crazy U: One
Dad’s Crash Course on Getting His
Kid Into College. He is
a former speechwriter
for President George H.
W. Bush and a current
senior editor at The
Weekly Standard.
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THE EXPLOSION OF

STUFF
Our national love affair
with stuff has its critics...
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Christine
Rosen

For as long as human beings have accumulated stuff, there have been critics
of the practice. In The Inferno, Dante Alighieri described lost souls condemned
to roll enormous weights back and forth to each other, howling, “Why do you
hoard?” and the other: “Why do you waste?” As Dante helpfully describes
these doomed creatures consigned to the fourth circle of hell: “Hoarding and
squandering wasted all their light and brought them screaming to this brawl of
wraiths. You need no words of mine to grasp their plight.”

Their plight is still with us, at least if you
believe the many critics of Americans’
consumer spending habits. One in 10
Americans has so much stuff they need to
rent storage facilities to hold it all, according
to the New York Times. And this is despite
the average new American home more than
doubling in size during the past 50 years.
Once upon a time in post-World War II
America, people embraced stuff. They
purchased the latest consumer goods –
appliances, cars, and Howdy Doody dolls for
their kids. Filling a home with such markers
of middle-class success was the aspirational
ideal, celebrated in popular culture and in
advertisements that showed happy families
surrounded by their presumably tasteful
purchases.

Now we are supposed to want less and to
consume on a smaller scale – smaller houses,
smaller cars, smaller carbon footprints.
Design-focused magazines feature homes so
devoid of things that they resemble monastic
cells. This appeal to minimalism comes 60
years after the shipping container transformed
the global movement of consumer goods.
Pioneered by a North Carolina trucking
entrepreneur named Malcolm McLean in the
1950s, containerization, or “intermodalism”
as McLean preferred to call it, introduced
efficiencies that dramatically lowered the price
of many everyday items.
And we have been buying them with a
vengeance. Most American homes now have
more television sets than people and we spend
more on clothing and jewelry than we do on
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higher education. Our national love affair
with stuff has spawned reality television shows
with titles such as “Hoarders” and “Hoarding:
Buried Alive.”

Not everyone is pleased about this. In 1997,
PBS stations nationwide aired “Affluenza,” a
documentary celebrating Americans who had
turned their back on excessive consumerism.
(The message evidently didn’t catch on
everywhere. In 2013, lawyers representing Texas
teenager Ethan Couch, who killed four people
while driving under the influence of drugs and
alcohol, blamed “affluenza” for his behavior.)
Ten years later, we still had too many things.
At least that was the argument of “The
Story of Stuff,” an animated short film that
burgeoned into a movement. “We have
a problem with Stuff,” the organization’s
website says. (Notice that Stuff must be a
menace, it’s capitalized.) “We use too much,
too much of it is toxic, and we don’t share
it very well.” Acolytes of the anti-Stuff
movement praise “zero waste revolutionaries”
such as Lauren, described as a “Brooklynite
20-something who fit five years’ worth of
trash in a mason jar and recently launched an
upscale ‘package free’ shop.”
For those of us who still measure their
annual waste in landfill acreage, not mason
jars, the past decade has provided us with
countless best-selling books about how to
become more organized and streamlined
about our stuff. The undisputed doyenne of
de-cluttering is Marie Kondo, the Japanese
organizing consultant whose combination
how-to/self-help manual, The Life-Changing
Magic of Tidying Up, became an international
phenomenon in 2014. Her trademarked
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“KonMari Method” urged followers to free
themselves from the burden of having too
much stuff and to embrace new rituals for
the stuff they did have (like thanking their
socks for their service before folding them and
putting them away).
Consuming little (and boasting about it
on social media) is now a way of signaling
one’s virtue. As a result, it’s far more socially
acceptable to mock hoarders than it is to
confront one’s own acquisitive tendencies.
The theme of all these books might be “less
is more,” but as Kondo’s experience reveals,
there is a lot of money to be made helping
others wrangle their Stuff.
Kondo now helms an empire that includes
spin-off books, online courses, tidying apps,
and a certified KonMari Consultant program
that trains people in her methods so that they
can go out and “organize the world.” (The
minimum price for entry to an upcoming
two-day seminar in San Francisco is $2,000.)
Our era’s enthusiastic commodification of
minimalism is one of many ironies that will
delight future historians.
And Kondo’s army has competition. The
explosion of stuff has generated entirely
new fields of productive labor such as
the professional organizer – the National
Association of Productivity and Organizing
Professionals has 3,500 members “dedicated
to helping people and organizations bring
order and efficiency to their lives,” for
example. Then there are the employees
of organizing-focused businesses such as
the Container Store and producers of the
proliferating number of reality television

shows such as “Hoarders” and “Storage Wars”
that broadcast profiles in consumer excess.
And yet, criticizing people who accumulate
too much stuff has also become a shorthand
for those intent on bludgeoning the public
with apocalyptic environmental messages
and arguments about the many sins of
neoliberalism.

to-be-released book on the subject, suggests
65 as a good age to begin the process.
Approaching senescence isn’t terrifying
enough – why not also grimly sort through
the detritus of your life?

Yet even here there are market opportunities.
Websites such as Everything but the House
serve as virtual (if macabre) auction spaces.
Anyone with an Internet connection can
In this worldview, even childhood and death
peruse sales from across the country, with
aren’t safe. Zealously pared-down spaces free
their piles of clothes, shoes, jewelry, and
of Legos and the other flotsam of family life
mementoes all available to the highest bidder.
are now a regular feature in magazines with
One sale there featured personal items once
titles like Simple Living, along with helpful
owned by televangelist and Crystal Cathedral
reminders such as the fact
founder Dr. Robert H.
that 40% of the world’s toys
Lavish experiences
Schuller, who died in 2015.
are consumed by American
can be more widely
Virtual vultures (and mere
children, even though they
and effectively
voyeurs like me) could buy
are only 3% of the world’s
flaunted via social
photos of Schuller with Dan
kid population. Parents are
media than beautiful
Quayle and Ronald Reagan,
even told to discard children’s
items, of course, which bid on a 14-carat gold pendant
art projects and instead take a
are best coveted by a
of Jesus, peruse an autographed
picture to remember them.
discrete audience of
copy of Nancy Sinatra’s book
about her father, or zoom
first-hand witnesses.
At the other end of the
in on a figured mahogany
lifecycle, adult children write
essays outlining their horror at how much stuff Gothic Revival console. Suddenly, the Greatest
Generation is reduced to the greatest generation
their aging parents have accumulated over a
of Hummel figurine collectors.
lifetime (a portion of which likely includes
their own elementary school art projects).
But these self-appointed guides through the
So serious is this epidemic of old-people stuff excesses of consumption overlook a simple
reality: Humans tend to expand to fill the
that Americans are turning to other cultures
space they are in, and one of the most
for guidance. The Egyptians wisely buried
effective ways to do that is with their stuff.
their dead’s stuff with them, condemning
them to an eternity of posthumous
Consider the American closet. We have
organizing. Or perhaps the answer can be
an industry built on building, organizing,
found in the Swedish practice of dostadning,
and maintaining the small rooms that hold
which loosely translates as “death cleaning.”
our clothes and shoes. Businesses such as
Margareta Magnusson, author of a soonthe Container Store and California Closets
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entice us with organizational systems like the
They show beautiful women surrounded by
adorably named Elfa that nevertheless rival
piles of expensive shoes and clothing (the
the federal tax code in their complexity. In
fantasy).
fact, these companies encourage people who
That’s because our feelings about our stuff are
buy their closet organization systems to hire
just that – feelings. It’s really about emotion,
expert installers who, like
not consumerism run
good tax auditors, will come
amok. We’re needy, slightly
For those of us who
to their homes and corral
irrational humans, not
still measure their
their stuff. (See? More jobs!)
annual waste in landfill neoliberal stooges.
These businesses have
acreage, not mason
When we see a drawer full
also learned the lessons
jars, the past decade
of perfectly folded socks,
of good marketing. Just
has provided us with
what appeals to us isn’t the
as luxury watchmakers
countless best-selling
socks – it’s the promise
project their product as
books about how to
of order and control that
catering to a certain kind of
become more organized their perfect organization
discriminating consumer,
and streamlined about
suggests. This is why
closet organizers are creating
our stuff.
Martha Stewart never
a specific image. Patek
undermined the fantasy by
Philippe ads feature chiseled
showing us her junk drawer, only helpful tips for
and prosperous-looking patriarchs sitting
organizing our own.
in mahogany-lined studies going over
paperwork, not heavily-bearded dudes from
In the end, the reality isn’t that scary. We love
“Duck Dynasty” decked out in camo and
our stuff, and many of us have too much of
passing the time in their pickup trucks. And
it. But if the price of living in a prosperous
so closet organizing companies don’t feature
and free society is a small monthly storage fee
images of bewildered Americans staring at
for our things and intermittent scolding from
piles of moldering paperbacks and VHS tapes the self-appointed cultural elite, then we’re
in their dimly-lit storage units (the reality).
getting a bargain.

Christine Rosen is one of the founding
editors of The New Atlantis, where she now
serves as senior editor. She is working
on her forthcoming book, The Extinction
of Experience, to be published by W.W.
Norton. Her past books include Preaching
Eugenics: Religious Leaders and the
American Eugenics Movement and My
Fundamentalist Education.
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ADVERTORIAL

Reclusive Millionaire Warns:
“Get Out of Cash Now”
09.25.2017 | BY PATRICK BOVE, STANSBERRY RESEARCH

Something strange is going on in the
financial system.
And according to The Wall Street Journal,
it’s causing some investors – including
the biggest banks in the world – to move
massive amounts of money out of the
banking system.
What exactly is going on and what does it
mean for your money?
I recently met up with former hedge fund
manager, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud – one of the
most widely-followed financial analysts in
the world.
Today, he shuns the spotlight and lives on
a remote island off the Florida coast. And
he’s built a new life… and a substantial
fortune… by sharing a series of eerie
predictions. Many of which have proven
correct.
• In January of 2000, he wrote: “We are
at the peak of most likely the greatest
financial mania that will ever be seen in
our lifetimes.” Next thing you know, the
NASDAQ fell more than 75%.
• On November 1, 2002, he said, “I
expect a real estate bubble to take hold.
We don’t know how far it will go. But
it has likely just begun.” You probably
remember what happened next – home
prices soared.
• Then on Friday, March 20, 2009 –
at the peak of the financial panic, he
wrote: “You want to own stocks right
now.” Stocks have nearly tripled since.
But his latest prediction has caught many
Americans completely off-guard.
Dr. Sjuggerud says, “Cash in the bank
used to mean something. But I’m telling
you – it’s going to be a huge, huge source
of regret in the months ahead.”
He told me, over the next year or two,

Steve Sjuggerud’s latest prediction has caught
many Wall Street analysts off guard.

there’s going to be a massive panic out of
the traditional banking system. In fact, it’s
already begun.
Some of the biggest investors in the world
are pulling billions of dollars at a time
out of bank deposit accounts… They’re
even selling their gold bullion. And they’re
putting all this cash in the last place you’d
ever expect.
Dr. Sjuggerud is an intensely private man.
But he was recently prodded by a friend
– one of the most successful investment
analysts in the world – to share the details
of his stunning research with the general
public.
I should warn you: What he has to say
is controversial… and not at all what
you’ll hear from the mainstream press.
But for the time being, you can view his
presentation – free of charge, right here.
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WHAT SANTA
IS DUMPING
DOWN OUR
CHIMNEYS
THIS YEAR

O

n my desk I have a pile of statistics about “consumer
trends.” A bunch of numbers: Such-and-such
percentage increase (or un-crease) in this, that, or
the other median doohickey of whatchamacallems
and thingamabobs from way back when to lately,
according to the National Bureau of Whoosis and Whatzat.

By P.J.
O’Rourke

I’m throwing the statistics in the wastepaper basket.
A better way to understand American consumer trends is simply to
observe America – just look around, open your eyes... and your ears.

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION
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We’re purchasing an ungodly racket. The
seasons used to change to the tune of gentle
sounds. Fall arrived with the rustle of leaves
and the shuffle of rakes. Winter meant silent
snow and soft scrapes of front walks being
shoveled. Spring came with the modest clatter
of mom rummaging in the garden shed for
trowels and clippers. And when was the last
time you heard the soothing snick-snick of a
push lawnmower?
Now it’s the tornado howl of leaf and snow
blowers, the roar of rider mowers with
engines powerful enough to compete at the
drag strip, and the crash, bang, and shouts
of landscapers in the tiny yard of your giant
McMansion. A yard you never set foot in
because if you want to see what’s outdoors
you’ve got a security camera you can watch on
your phone. It’s a sedentary (but not quiet)
“do-it-for-me” lifestyle affecting how (and
what) we consume.
And it is widely apparent that what we
consume... I mean, half of the 380-pound
person in the middle seat on your airline flight
is spilling into your personal space... is food.
How did Americans get so huge? Rhetorical
question. Drive down any commercial strip.
Where there was a diner, a White Castle, and
a truck stop there is now...

By considering the current
American decibel level,
body mass index, sartorial
appearance, Internet
connectivity, high anxiety,
chemical ingestion, and traffic
jams, we see a clear pattern of
consumer trends.
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Cowabunga Burger... Fatty Fries... ChunkUp Chicken... Cheesy Chef... Gobble King...
Beef Blimp... Taco Dump... Double-Butt
Pizza...
Americans not only look gross but they dress
the part. We’ve become a nation of immense
9-year-olds dressed for all occasions in
T-shirts, shorts, and Tevas. Or, sometimes,
just to change things up, pajama pants, sports
bras, and wife-beater shirts.
The clothes are revealing, but in no erotic
sense. What’s revealed is big, hairy legs and
vast ass tattoos.
The number of clothing stores in malls, the
amount of clothing shopping on the web, and
the pile of clothing catalogs arriving in the mail
indicate that Americans are acquiring all sorts
of clothes. Why aren’t they wearing them?
Americans are also acquiring more personal
communication devices than there are
persons. Walk into any public place and
everyone is staring into a screen. There’s no
one to talk to. There’s no longer any chance
of striking up a friendly acquaintance in a
waiting room, train, plane, or bar. Even when
conversation does occur in a bar, the lively
debate about who played shortstop for the
1986 Chicago Cubs is cut short by some fool
Googling it.
With whom is everyone communicating? If
it’s people he or she knows already, haven’t
they long ago run out of things to say? Or are
they all on dating sites... and never noticing
the attractive person sitting next to them?

Maybe they’re checking the news. Presumably
the people who run the news – online, print,
TV, and radio – present it the way consumers
want it. Therefore, a significant American
consumer trend is a bull (not to say bullshit)
market in shallow, sensationalist, and often
erroneous news stories.
All these stories are terrifying – by intent.
“If it bleeds it leads,” is a news business
maxim. You’ll never see a headline about how
good things are. Especially not involving
President Donald Trump. His ability to grab
the public’s attention irks the news business,
which thinks it should have a monopoly on
grabbing the public. (Per Matt Lauer.)
Thus, if Trump cured cancer, the headlines
would read, “Heart Disease Kills More
People.”
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But not transportation to the office. More and
more employees are working from home. Yet,
walk down the street in your neighborhood
knocking on doors. Nobody’s at home. Brick
and mortar stores claim crowds are thin.
Schools say truancy is up. Where are all the
people going? To judge by the stalled cars,
canceled flights, and broken-down subway
cars – nowhere soon.
By considering the current American decibel
level, body mass index, sartorial appearance,
Internet connectivity, high anxiety, chemical
ingestion, and traffic jams, we see a clear
pattern of consumer trends.
What Americans are buying is noise, fat,
naked shame, loneliness, fear, stupor, and
futile attempts to escape from consumer
society.

We don’t have to look far to see something
else being consumed in enormous quantities...
drugs. Marijuana has been legalized all over
the place, as is evident in the vacant stares of
millennials as they try to remember what the
bike rack is for.
Emergency rooms are filled with unemployed,
former blue-collar workers using opioids to
get happy, then desperate, then dead, then
resurrected with Narcan, then happy again.
To be a white-collar worker is, almost
by definition, to be on some kind of
antidepressant. Nobody beats on the copier
anymore when there’s a paper jam. People just
give the copy machine a sad smile of and ask
it, “Would you like to talk?”
Traffic is terrible, airports are packed, and so
is mass transit. “Transportation” is obviously a
fast-growing segment of consumption.

Hank Blaustein | © 2017 Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.
Used by permission. www.GrantsPub.com
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WILL YOU
DIE IN
WINTER?
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READ THE WEB VERSION
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By Dr.
David Eifrig

Three Tips to Kick
the Holiday Blues

I

f I were a betting man, I’d lay good money down that you and
I will die in the winter.

I’m not exaggerating. You might think you
have a one-in-12 chance of dying in any given
month. But it doesn’t work that way.
Your chance of dying in December and
January is much higher... while months like
September and June are lower.

doesn’t do them any favors. We’re also stuck
indoors with heaters and burning fireplaces.
Those release particulate matter into the air,
which can cause inflammation.
And inflammation, as we know, contributes
to heart disease, America’s No. 1 killer.
But there’s something more...

You might
think you
have a onein-12 chance
of dying in
any given
month. But it
doesn’t work
that way.

You see, folks in New Zealand also experience
this problem. Even though the country is
in the Southern Hemisphere and has warm
summer weather during December and
January, its rates of mortality spike during the
holidays, too.

Worse, the number of deaths spikes on
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day.
The factors driving this wave of mortality are
complicated. Many of the victims are in their
older years. The Northern Hemisphere cold

So perhaps it’s not your fireplace or snotty
grandkid?
I believe the underlying factor is stress.
When the holidays come around, we do too
much, travel too much, spend too much, and
– for some folks – log too many hours with
our families.
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Three Tips to Kick the Holiday Blues
That’s what happens with holiday mortality.
It’s stress that often drives us to eat and drink.
Stress also creates inflammation. Plus, it
weakens your immune system, making the
other seasonal factors more dangerous.

FOLLOW
THE
20-20
RULE:
Wait 20
minutes
after
eating
and then
walk for 20
minutes,
especially
if you can
do it in the
sunshine.

As we head into the months of highest
mortality, I want to hand you a playbook
for reducing your stress levels immediately. I
compiled a list of ways to lower your financial
stress as well as your physical stress in the
latest issue of Retirement Millionaire, my
monthly letter that I sent to nearly 100,000
subscribers about health, wealth, and living
well in retirement.
Here are three of those tips... These methods
are all proven to improve our health. They
are simple and quick. And they don’t require
costly medications (meaning they lack side
effects and adverse reactions).

1

So rather than stumble through another
round of stressed – and dangerous – holidays,
do what I do... with my list of ways to kick
the holiday blues...
SUNLIGHT. You can stave off the holiday

blues by spending time in the sun. One reason
people feel depressed in the winter – known as
seasonal affective disorder (SAD) – is mostly
due to a lack of sunlight. Many of us leave
for work in the morning when it’s dark and
come home in the evening after sundown. This
wreaks havoc on mental health.
Get outside, even when it’s cold, and go for
a brisk walk around midday. You can also
try a sunlight lamp in your room to simulate
sunlight and its benefits. Plus, sunlight helps
regulate your sleep and wake cycles.
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WALKING. This simple exercise helps fight

depression by releasing chemicals called
endorphins. These feel-good chemicals make
us feel less stressed. What’s more, walking just
20 minutes a day boosts your immune system
and even fights diabetes.
So do what I do and follow the 20-20 rule –
wait 20 minutes after eating and then walk
for 20 minutes, especially if you can do it
in the sunshine. You’ll be surprised by how
energized you feel.
BEING SOCIAL. Feeling alone at the holidays

causes undue stress. Worse, loneliness and social
isolation increase your risk of early death by as
much as 50%. And evidence points to loneliness
and isolation contributing to Alzheimer’s
disease. Get out, even if it’s just to a store.
If you’re alone this holiday season, try joining
a special-interest club or volunteering for a
local cause. Reach out to friends and family or
try visiting folks in a long-term-care facility –
chances are they’re also lonely this time of year.
This time of year serves as a good reminder
to take stock of both our wealth and health.
And nothing is better than practicing stressreduction techniques year-round.
These are just three of the tips I gave my
readers this season. To read the full issue on
how to get rid of stress... and how to take
the stress out of investing... try a risk-free
subscription to Retirement Millionaire.
Each month, I publish investment insights
and recommendations along with health and
lifestyle tips to help my subscribers live a full,
healthy, and prosperous retirement.

YOUR
DIRECT LINE
TO WALL
STREET
Receive up-to-the-minute news,
market research, and expert
commentary that typically costs
$50,000 a year… 100% FREE.

As the smart money knows, having instant
access to actionable market research is
incredibly valuable.
Which is why Stansberry Research recently
built a team of veteran Wall Street traders
to provide round-the-clock coverage of the
world’s financial markets.
And now, this content is available via a
simple, easy-to-use, user-friendly app.
Stansberry Research’s newest service,
Stansberry NewsWire, keeps you plugged
in and in touch with what’s happening in
the markets—and what it means for your
investments.
This useful information can be used right
away… and in many instances, BEFORE the
stories are even picked up by the major
financial media outlets.

Sign up now to receive:
 Morning Market Snapshots
 Evening Market Recaps
 Minute-by-Minute Updates,
throughout the day

 Expert Commentary and
Analysis

 Daily Market News Headlines
 Investment Ideas
Sign Up Now
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“H

e’s a Southern gentleman, but
he’s eccentric. I don’t know
much about his past,” says
Dorsie Fyffe, over the phone from his car in
Texas. “But you can tell he probably did some
theater, maybe played some banjo. Whatever
he did before he did this, it probably wasn’t
what we consider normal.”
Fyffe is describing his former boss, Jimmy
Coan, the Christmas tree king of Austin.
Forget Coan’s past, I’m pretty sure most
people wouldn’t consider his current line of
work all that normal, either. Selling Christmas
trees ranks up there with running a fireworks
stand or owning a corndog truck at the state
fair in terms of oddball seasonal employment.
These are not Boy Scout or church group tree
lots, cheerfully volunteering their time. We
are talking guys who purchase truckloads,
sometimes train car loads, of pine trees in
order to earn a living every holiday season.
The more I speak to the men performing this
holliest, jolliest of jobs, the more I discover a
bumper crop of fellas like Coan – some even
further off the normalcy chart.
Each year, roadside tree lots seem to
materialize out of thin air, just as we throw

the turkey bones in the trash and wipe
pumpkin pie stains from our shirts. We
depend on these guys to deliver holiday spirit
in conifer form, but we never look in the
rearview mirror and think: isn’t it kind of odd
that these fellas have a spare month to stand
in the freezing cold and tie trees to car roofs?

By Patrick
Wensink

“Your normal 9-to-5, khaki-pants-wearing
guy isn’t going to put up with that. After two
days, he’s leaving,” says Fyffe, who once lived
in an RV on a tree lot for six weeks. “It just
takes somebody with ... a certain willingness
to put up with things that are rough. It’s kind
of like Survivor with Christmas trees.”
The biggest way it’s like Survivor is that
Christmas tree selling is exclusive. Like
sending off your tape to the reality show’s
producers in hopes of a callback, one does not
just saunter up to a neighborhood tree lot and
offer his biceps and enthusiasm.
I have naïve plans of asking to donate some
free labor in order to learn the tree-trimming
trade from the inside. That dream dies on
every lot I visit when its proprietor begins
regarding me like all the others: with an
impatient suspicion usually reserved for
dinner guests who don’t take the hint to leave.
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There is a strange secrecy to the entire
business. Nobody will tell you how many
trees they sell or how many they even set out
for a season. Guys like me who ask a lot of
questions are treated with both bafflement
about why anyone would care and suspicion,
like maybe I am a spy from a rival tree lot.
Tree sales are a lot less like Survivor with
Christmas trees and a lot more like the
Knights Templar with Christmas trees.
“The hardest part about this,” Ed says “is
making people happy.”
Ed is a large, graying man zipped into a
snug camouflage jumpsuit designed for
deer hunting. Ed has worked at Tommy
Thompson’s Family Tree lot in Louisville,
Kentucky for 15 years.

The Weird
and
Secretive
World of
Christmas
Tree
Salesmen

Thompson’s stand is an offshoot of his fruit
market and springs up each November
in a parking lot between a minor league
ballpark and Interstate 64’s overpass. We are
surrounded by scotch pine, douglas fir, white
pine, and fraser fir arranged in long, wooden
holding pens. The sweet smell of Christmas
trees mixes with harsh exhaust fumes. It is
dusk, the flood lights are on, and the air is
just a notch above freezing.
Ed is referring to their customers – helping
them figure out the right tree to fit their
home and budget. He jokingly tells me about
a woman who visits every year and, without
fail, spends two hours stalking the perfect
pine. Customers are hard to make happy, but
Ed might as well be talking about the people
running the entire pine-peddling industry.
I quickly learn they are an abnormal breed.
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Bill has turned his back on me – literally. The
gruff lot owner with a lion’s mane of grays
and a pot belly was replying in only oneword answers until that famous tree seller’s
hospitality kicks in. After I ask how he got
into this line of work, he says “Money.” He
continues facing away from me and goes
completely silent until I leave.
It should be noted that we were in his office
the whole time.
“Because it’s profitable,” says Gary Jecker,
a friendlier, though still slightly suspicious,
seller who always sets up shop directly across
from Tommy Thompson’s lot.
“I think you have to have a certain personality.
You do feel a little like maybe you’re treated a
bit like a carny,” says Dorsie Fyffe.
I kind of expected a Bing Crosby soundtrack
at these tree lots, but usually all you hear is
the whirr of an electric chainsaw followed
by sledgehammer plinks, driving a tree stand
spike into another sale.
“At the height of my dad’s operation, back
in the ‘50s and ‘60s, before aluminum trees
became a thing, he sold 50,000 trees in one
year,” Tommy Thompson says with pride,
raising his voice above the noise.
He is at his most chatty when the subject is
the old days of tree dealing, back when his
father called the shots. Thompson is tall and
thin and bundled up this evening. His bushy
eyebrows creep out from behind bulky lenses.
He wears a colorful knit hat with ear flaps
and several layers of windbreakers and fleece
and a fuzzy blue scarf. He seems completely
unaware of that runny nose.

The city has renamed
this empty stretch of
Witherspoon Avenue
“Christmas Tree Lane.” If
another lot closes, they
might have to consider
a name change.
“You don’t sell anywhere close to that now,”
he says.
The city has renamed this empty stretch
of Witherspoon Avenue “Christmas Tree
Lane.” Once there were about nine vendors
fighting for holiday dollars, but these days
it’s whittled down to just Tommy and Gary
Jecker. If another lot closes, they might have
to consider a name change.
I ask Tommy if he and Jecker are rivals. He
laughs a little and walks away a few steps, as
if he needs to go count the wreathes or oil
the chainsaw – anything to keep from talking
about himself.
“It’s a hard job,” he says with a high voice
ideal for bluegrass singing. “After he retired,
my dad offered to pay me not to sell trees for
the holiday season.”
I ask why.
Tommy mumbles, wipes his nose, and finally
manages to get some distance between us.

these independent stands in your town. You
can’t. They don’t exist online, except for a few
regional chains like Jimmy Coan’s
Papa Noel lots. The fact that they suddenly
appear in these strange places is meant to grab
your attention.
It’s a sales tactic that must work. Over 30
million Christmas trees are sold each year
in America. At about $50 to $200 a pop,
it’s become a billion-dollar industry. Those
are quite likely just sales that are on the
books because there’s something decidedly
off-the-grid about tree slingers. You get the
impression these guys probably have some
bizarre resumes, if they have one at all.
“He’s awesome. He’s a white guy, but he’s
almost like a Native American hippy, but he
doesn’t have long hair. He’s a country boy.
He’s really cool. He just had this vision,” Fyffe
expands on his admiration for the offbeat,
entrepreneurial spirit of Jimmy Coan.
Fyffe has nothing bad to say about selling
Christmas trees. He loved it and speaks of
Coan like a scrappy, outcast uncle who went
his own way to make a name for himself.
“It’s almost like being the ringleader of a
circus.”

Christmas tree lots are awkward by design.
Consider it free advertising.

That big top mentality might work for a
free spirit in Texas, but the holiday circus of
tree sales has a decidedly different impact on
Tommy Thompson.

They normally spring up where rent is cheap:
vacant buildings across from the train tracks,
offseason fruit markets directly under a flight
path, seedy parking lots adjacent to the
downtown freeway. Try looking up one of

A few days after our first talk, on a wet,
cold Wednesday night on Christmas Tree
Lane, I am reminded yet again that the
hardest part about this business is making
people happy.
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Thompson is busy doing paperwork, so I kill
time wandering the lot, sniffing trees, imaging
presents beneath each one.
I chat with Jim, who has been working here
for nearly a decade. I ask why he thinks his
boss sells trees. “Oh, probably because his dad
started the business in the ‘50s. I don’t think
he can let that go.”

“I don’t want what you’re selling,” his high
and lonesome voice fills the room.

The smell of wet roadway overpowers the
trees. Frequently – as we walk and talk down
the sidewalk along Christmas Tree Lane, mere
feet away from where Tommy Thompson
might still be having a tree-induced existential
meltdown – Gary smiles and waves and
wishes customers a happy holiday.

My smile drops completely off the map. Where
did this sudden distaste come from? Has he
learned my wife and I own an artificial tree?

Trees hang from white wooden racks, candy
striped with red. They dangle from twine,
spinning and swaying in the breeze.

I ask Tommy why. “Because I might start
wondering myself why I do it,” he says.

As I mentioned, Gary is friendly but still
doesn’t give the impression that he has much
attention to give a guy like me, who has no
intention of buying a needle-shedding bundle
of Christmas cheer.

Finally, I spot Tommy inside a makeshift
office – more like an ice fishing shack atop
concrete – to ask if we can chat some other
day when he isn’t so busy.

The Weird
and
Secretive
World of
Christmas
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Gary Jenek does not seem to share Tommy’s
sentiments. Jenek comes across as the most
normal spruce jockey in town. We speak the
next morning as a light winter rain starts
falling. He wears a bold red outfit built to
withstand a hurricane. He is pink-faced and
clean-shaven beneath a checkerboard Elmer
Fudd cap.

For a moment it seems like an extremely
dry joke, but no, things really have gone
south this quickly. He is now the second
tannenbaum merchant in a week to freeze
me out ... except Tommy’s version of the cold
shoulder involves a lot of nervous talking, like
some sort of tic.
“It’s too personal. I don’t want to get into this
with you,” he says.
I back off and apologize. I say it’s his choice.
Tommy stops and starts a few times, fidgeting
with a manual calculator, pulling off the paper
receipt. “We’re like the last circus travelling
around the country. We’re the only ones left
that don’t know when to quit or just give up.”
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Gary began doing this over 30 years ago, so
I figure he will have a good handle on the
confusing circuitry powering a tree man’s
inner system.
“It’s a business. I have five children and my wife
doesn’t work, so I have to do something else. I
mean, it’s a job. Everybody does something.”
Gary actually has full-time employment
elsewhere. He is currently on vacation. Gary
works for the River City Transit Authority
and saves up his paid time off every year to
sell Christmas trees.

“We’re like the last
circus travelling around
the country. We’re the
only ones left that don’t
know when to quit or
just give up.”
That’s a big sacrifice, I say. Secretly wanting to
say: That’s not normal, man.
“Well, that’s the way it is. And they love
it. The boys ... there’s one of my sons,”
he motions toward a young guy in bright
roadworker green. “My boys have always
loved selling Christmas trees instead of going
on vacation, right?”
“Made me the man I am today,” the young
guy says, laughing, flexing.
“Yeah, right,” says Gary.
I sit in my car with the wipers running for
a long while, directly between Tommy and
Gary. The two poles of Christmas Tree Lane
could not be more opposite. It’s as if on one
side you have Frank Sinatra singing “Away
in a Manger” and on the other is Jimmy
Durante croaking out “Frosty the Snowman.”
One is slick, professional, and a profitable
endeavor. The other is ragged, emotional,
flawed: the lovable underdog.
Worse, I still don’t know what fuels their
woodchipper hearts. They all seemingly have
nothing in common beyond the desire to
make money. However, it’s not hard to think
of at least a dozen warmer, saner, lower-risk
ways to earn a living.
The car pulls away and it occurs to me that
there’s actually one thin web that ties these

Christmas lots together. There’s a strong
sense of family wherever you look: whether
it is Gary Jenek lugging white pines around
with his kids, or Tommy Thompson being
the son tasked with upholding his father’s
business for reasons maybe he doesn’t even
understand, or Jimmy Coan treating his RVbound employees like his children (Coan paid
for Fyffe’s bus ticket from Dayton, Ohio to
Austin – no strings attached).
Christmas tree sellers all seem to be walking a
line between scratching some entrepreneurial
itch and keeping family close. That itself
is a lot like Christmas. At the end of every
December, we make sacrifices others might
not for the sake of family. Just like this pinescented brethren, most families aren’t what is
generally considered normal.
No matter if it’s selling trees or surviving the
holiday season, the hardest part is making
people happy. There is no single way of
getting there, even if you are a Southern
gentleman eccentric banjo player.

Patrick Wensink is the author of five
books, including the bestselling Broken
Piano for President, and a journalist
with work appearing in the New York
Times, Esquire, and Men’s
Health. His first children’s
book, Go Go Gorillas!, is a
dancing, rollicking tale...
and a fantastic Christmas
gift for the grandkids.
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ECCENTRICITIES, DYSFUNCTION,
PASSIVE-AGGRESSION, AND AN OUTSIDE
CHANCE OF VIOLENCE – FAMILY-STYLE
When I was a child, Christmas was all
enchantment and mystery. ‘Twas Jesus’ allyou-can-eat birthday party, guest starring
Santa, who’d show us the true Reason for
the Season, which happened to be oneupmanship, when I rode my spanking-new
Huffy Green Machine over to the house of
my Jewish friends, the Rappaports, with their
chess sets and dreidels and other sad little
Hanukkah offerings. I’d learned in Vacation
Bible School that they were God’s Chosen
People. Based on their holiday booty, I had
my doubts.
In adulthood, Christmas took on a more
selfless hue. Inviting friends over to sit around
the Christmas tree and drink the pain away.
Wearing the mistletoe belt buckle to the
office Christmas party. And staying up until
the wee hours on Christmas Eve, assembling
impossible children’s toys with missing bolts
and directions written in Mandarin – so that
fat phantom beardo in red pajamas could
walk away with all the credit.
But when considering what binds most
Christmases in memory, for me it’s all the
foibles and eccentricities, dysfunction and

By Matt
Labash

passive-aggression, with an outside chance
of violence. In other words, it’s about the
people we spend Christmas with... family.
Or as Alexander Pope called them, “the
commonwealth of malignants.” When I
think of these people – my tribe – I think of
everything that is both wrong and righteous
about this highest of holidays, which leads
me to my saintly mother and the time she
tried to decapitate my Uncle Carl with a King
James Bible.
It had been an uneventful Christmas. A
family gathering with Crosby and Como on
the hi-fi. Uncles and aunts and cousins lazing
on the couch in tryptophanic catatonia. But
out of nowhere, a theological conversation
broke out – a no-go zone as dangerous as
politics or comparative salary discussions.
Despite both my mother and uncle growing
up Catholic and then converting to
evangelical Protestantism (or “Christianity,”
as we say when ribbing our Catholic friends)
as adults, Uncle Carl was experiencing a
temporary crisis of faith. Or more than likely,
he just wanted to make trouble. Like any
good uncle, he was a professional ball-buster,
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THE
habitually teasing us children about our big
ears or lack of kickball prowess until we either
cried or swung on him.
As he did his Richard Dawkins routine on
my mom, a fervent, no-quarter believer, he
took to asking amateur-hour questions like,
“If there is a God, how can there be natural
disasters, or child starvation, or a Jimmy
Carter presidency?”
Mom gamely endured his Doubting Thomas
shtick for a while. But when he started
questioning the infallibility of God’s Word, he
might as well have punched her in the chops.
That’s when she wound up from the stretch.
Mom is only five-foot-one with small hands,
but somehow she wrapped one of them
around her unwieldy King James and threw a
perfect split-finger fastball. No one thought to
put the radar gun on it, but she brought the
high heat.
The Bible was hurled about two feet higher
than where Uncle Carl was sitting, but then
dropped right where his head was... or should
have been. Uncle Carl was a star three-sport
athlete in high school, and even with all
the Christmas carb-loading, he still had the
reflexes of a lynx. The Bible hit the wall and
crashed to the floor.
The door slamming behind her, Mom
stormed outside for a righteous walk-off. My
worldly, older cousin Debbie, (savvier than I
am about matters such as religious warfare)
whispered, “We’re going to have to go. Your
mother threw a Bible at my dad’s head.”
But they didn’t go. And we all stayed
together for the rest of the day because it
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WAR

was Christmas and we’re family. Mom came
back. Apologies were offered. Embraces
exchanged. The kids were still shell-shocked,
but all the adults laughed and recounted the
highlights as if the story happened years ago.
“You’ve heard of bible thumpers,” my dad
deadpanned, “she’s a bible thrower.”
I don’t pretend that my Christmas crazies
are crazier than yours. As Tolstoy nearly
said, all normal families are alike, but each
nutcake family is nutty in its own way. Family
pride, however, dictates stipulating that my
mother and uncle came by their Christmas
craziness honestly, or at least genetically.
Growing up in Pittsburgh, their father was
a large-hearted, short-fused fireplug of a
Sicilian who they called “Magoo,” after Mr.
Magoo, the oblivious cartoon character who
always narrowly averts disaster. Similarly, my
grandfather was blind in one eye due to an
injury on his construction job, but that didn’t
stop him from driving lustily and erratically
as other motorists feared for their lives.
Christmas in the Magoo household
similarly resembled a multi-car collision.
My grandfather had little patience for the
niceties of buying a Christmas tree. One year,
after buying an anemic little Charlie Brown
number, he couldn’t fit the tree in its holder
due to obstructive lower limbs. In a Paul

As Tolstoy nearly
said, all normal
families are alike,
but each nutcake
family is nutty in its
own way.
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Bunyan-esque Yuletide fury he took out a
hack saw and cut the tree, and he kept cutting
until only a half a tree was left. Now deep
into mid-tree, where branches proliferate, the
tree fit its stand even worse than before. So
he threw the tree to the floor, kicked it and
cursed, “We’re not having a tree this year!”
His children looked on, wailing.
Fortunately, his cooler-headed sister implored
him to go buy the kids a decent tree, even
though by now it was late Christmas Eve.
Sizing up the last of the lot – the bound-forthe-wood-chipper trees – he picked whatever
orphan he could find, sawed off the bottom,
and tie-wired it to the top half of the old one.
And therein lies what we in the life-tidying
trade call, “the moral of the story.” Christmas
with family isn’t always about heralding angels
and jingling bells, Jack-nuts roasting over
an open nose, and eating perfectly cooked
reindeer loin with sugar-plum chutney.
Sometimes, Christmas with family is just
about making things work, brutishly and
gracelessly. That’s what families do when they
work right: They are what we count on, when
we’re unable to count on anything else.
Besides, once you surrender to the madness,
families tend to be fun as hell. The weirder,
the better. Some of the happiest days of my life
have occurred around Christmas, courtesy of the
strange birds I’m related to by blood or marriage.
________

T

here’s my 80-year-old father-in-law,
Vic. His favorite Christmas hobby is
protesting Christmas. When he buys presents
(if he buys them) he throws them under the
tree in an unadorned paper bag. Years ago,

we went to an ornate local-lights display,
requiring us to spend half an hour idling
in our car in a line of onlookers. When Vic
didn’t feel like waiting, he commanded us
from the backseat to get out of the line and
head home. Caught up in the Christmas
spirit, we refused. “You were warned,” he
shrugged. Then he lifted his loafered barges
over the front seat, made a clicking sound
like a gun turret, and let a terrible ripper,
fumigating the whole car like a flatulent Orkin
man. We returned home with the windows
down, lights unseen, and everybody coughing.
Then there’s Uncle Bill (my mom’s other
brother). Once upon a time, he was a Reagan
Republican. But somewhere along the way,
the George W. Bush presidency radicalized
him in the opposite direction. He started
keeping what he called his “Fox News
Notebook,” a holstered Steno pad he kept
handy with facts and arguments to refute
claims from Sean Hannity and company. He
now occasionally breaks it out for discussion
at family gatherings if he can find it. We’re
not above hiding it under a chair.
As more Christmases accumulate behind
than lay ahead, you do start thinking of your
family life as a stage production, one in which
all the great character actors are dropping
off, with no hope of replacement. On my
Christmas in-memoriam honor roll are
Uncles Phil and Dean, and Aunt Natalie.
Phil was a slightly dangerous uncle... always
the best kind. When I was a tyke, he’d pour
me a third of his Pabst Blue Ribbon beer
when no one was looking. When he built
a bathroom in his garage, he wallpapered
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THE
Sometimes,
Christmas with family
is just about making
things work, brutishly
and gracelessly.
it with naked cartoon ladies, their breasts
inflated like birthday balloons. He once
ate a whole handful of decorative scented
chips from a dish on our coffee table, being
none the wiser but confiding to me on the
side, “That is some awful candy.” He played
George Jones cheatin’ songs and smoked
Kools like he was trying to break his lungs,
which he eventually did.

WAR

to die. Their faces would grow cloudy to
him. Soon thereafter, they’d keel over from a
blood clot or stroke or whatever showstopper
the Reaper had devised. Uncle Dean never
knew what exactly it would be, but that it
would be was something he kept to himself,
figuring when your number is up there’s no
getting around it. We suspected his own face
grew cloudy to him in the mirror the last
time he came by to check on a repair, before
he dropped dead of a heart attack behind the
wheel of his car in a casino parking lot. He
wasn’t quite himself that day. And as he was
leaving he reached behind himself for my wife’s
hand, squeezing it hard. Then he walked off to
his Lincoln without looking back.

Once, he almost fixed me for good when he
hit me, full force, in the forehead with the
backswing of his ball-peen hammer while
trying to bang out my dented lawnmower
deck. As I stood there, stars swirling, Tweety
birds singing, trying not to go down like a sack
of wet cement, he didn’t apologize but said
something I’ll never forget: “Ahhh, it happens.”

Dean’s sister, Aunt Natalie, suffered childhood
convulsions which left her mentally impaired.
But she’d put on a show at every Christmas
gathering by sneaking copious amounts of
vino from a coffee cup and popping her
dentures out like a cash-register drawer. At
some point in the evening she’d disappear
with a Food Lion shopping bag into the
bathroom to change into her Christmas
costume. One year, she was “Ms. Wreath,”
her body encircled head-to-toe in homemade
wreaths. But her crowning glory came when
she transformed herself into “the Living
Christmas Tree.” Natalie hung ornaments and
tinsel off herself, then strung herself in lights
and plugged into an electrical outlet. Having
forgotten an extension cord, she dutifully
stood by the outlet, illuminated for the rest of
the night.

A lukewarm Catholic, Uncle Dean
nevertheless had a supernatural sixth sense.
He could often tell when people were going

One Christmas, she admitted to us that it had
been a hard, lonely year. “I’m praying for God
to take me,” she said, with hope, rather than

My wife’s Uncle Dean could fix anything.
He’d come by the house, make a repair, then
sit down for a beer. You’d tell him a story, he’d
nod, then say, “That ain’t nuttin’.” Then he’d
tell you his stories, which all began with the
same dateline, “Oakmont, P.A., 1943,” and
he’d be off to the races telling you a tale you’d
heard ten times before. But it didn’t matter.
Because all was calm and bright and Uncle
Dean was here, fixing things.
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bitterness. He did, shortly thereafter. But not
before Aunt Natalie put me in mind of John
Cheever’s words: “The irony of Christmas is
always upon the poor in heart; the mystery of
the solstice is always upon the rest of us.”
________

it up for the outdoor fire pit. Instead, I haul
my Fraser fir out to the deck and throw it over
the railing into the backyard where it might
stay anywhere from a week to four months,
depending on my winter sedentariness and/or
spring’s first lawn mowing.

W

But eventually, on the tree’s stump heel, I
carve the year that the tree faithfully stood
sentry over our family room. Then I drag
it out to the woods behind my house to its
final resting place. I don’t walk the woods
much in the summer, when they’re thick
with poplar and beech and sweetgum, along
with a heavy tangle of underbrush. But in the
winter, especially after a light snow, I love to
clear the head and lungs by crunching over
dead branches down a steep ravine to a trickle
of stream where I look for magical totems
like snowy owls or white-tail deer sheds. But
the most magical of all is the Christmas Tree
Graveyard.

hen talking family, I don’t exempt
myself from having Christmas quirks.
My wife, who is not otherwise given to salty
language, regularly calls me “the Christmas
dick.” Probably because I bark at her when
she starts playing Christmas music shortly
after Halloween. It’s usually of the punishing
variety – think Paul McCartney’s “Wonderful
Christmastime” – that sounds like a bad
PsyOps experiment in which Christmas radio
DJs are trying to make the Jews come out
with their hands up.
For a few years, I played phone-Santa to my
nieces and nephews, calling them days before
Christmas from the “North Pole” to take their
gift requests. But I did Santa in the voice of
a bullying John McLaughlin shouting down
Eleanor Clift. By the time I’d given them the
third degree on whether they’d been naughty
or nice, the children were so intimidated
that they couldn’t recall what they wanted.
It seemed instructive to portray Santa as a
projection of God/McLaughlin... a semistern, half-joking Jesuit flapping his flews,
leaving you off balance, wondering if blessings
would be given or taken away. Fear often
inspires reverence.
Like most Christmas dicks, however, I am
at heart a sentimentalist. Especially when it
comes to my Christmas Tree Graveyard. I
don’t view the end of Christmas as a time to
drive my tree to the county dump, or to chop

For as I see those carved years on the
Christmas tree stumps, now stacking up like
cordwood, it brings everything back. Not
just the Christmases, but the family who
populated them. Some living, some dead,
but all living in memory. The bible-chuckers
and the scent-chip eaters, the plugged-in
illuminators and the car fumigators. They’re
all there, making life what it should be: weird
and warm and raucous and loud. It’s my
hedge against the sound I dread more than
any other... their silence.
Excerpted from The Christmas Virtues: A
Treasury of Conservative Tales for the Holiday,
edited by Jonathan V. Last and including
stories from P.J., Christopher Buckley, and
plenty more fantastic writers.
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T

hese things can happen to a person...
well, so far, to only one person – Jeff
Bezos. But you know...

“Everything you can imagine, you can do,”
I’m told. (Or, rather, my kids are told, ad
infinitum, in their progressive, positivelearning-experience schools with 90% of
classroom time spent teaching self-esteem.)
Years ago, I did do something. I wrote an
article with a really great title, if I do say so
myself – “How to Drive Fast on Drugs While
Getting Your Wing-Wang Squeezed and Not
Spill Your Drink.” It was written for a humor
magazine, and I was kidding. Sort of. (I was 29.)
Maybe “How to...” is made into a blockbuster
movie, a best-selling video game, a hit song
that stays at No. 1 on the Billboard Hot
100 Chart for 52 weeks, a wildly successful
brand of legalized pot, the go-to craft beer for
millennials, a killer app, an Internet search
engine, and the largest hedge fund on earth,
“Drive Fast on Drugs While Getting Your
Wing-Wang Squeezed and Not Spill Your
Drink, LLC.”

Making a lot of money
is sort of like discovering a
miracle diet. It’s an instant
worry-loss program.

And I make $100 billion. After taxes.
What would I do?
Take a nap.
Why not? Making a lot of money is sort of
like discovering a miracle diet. It’s an instant
worry-loss program. Very relaxing. And when
I’m very relaxed, I like to take a nap.
I’ll never worry about going broke again.
(Which gives me more time to worry about
dying. And my kids getting facial piercings,
and full sleeves of tats, and marrying Louis
C.K... But never mind.)
After my nap, I’ll buy some things I’ve always
wanted.
But... hmm... I’m 70. I’ve kind of already
done that.
I don’t want a new house. We’ve been in our
place for 25 years. It’s nothing that would be
featured in Architectural Digest, unless it does
a special issue on “Run-Of-The-Mill Old
Federal-Style Houses With Ugly Additions
From the 1980s.” But I’ve almost figured out
how the plumbing and septic systems work. I
don’t want to go through that again. Also, the
dogs like it here.
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I certainly don’t want a new wife. I love mine.
(What’s with “trophy wives”? What would I
do with a trophy wife? Set her on the mantle
next to my JV bowling team cup for “Most
Improved”?) Also, I know for sure my present
wife didn’t marry me for my money because I
for sure didn’t have any when we got married.

I have a couple of old classic cars to tinker
with. Well, they’re not classics, but they are
old. I wouldn’t know how to tinker with an
$8 million 1958 Ferrari Testa Rossa and its 12
cylinders, 4 overhead cams, and six two-barrel
Weber carburetors. I wouldn’t even dare open
the hood.

(I should, however, check to see whether this is
a “community property” state. My wife might
not feel the same about getting a new me.)

I’ll get a pickup for the farm – $40,000.

I have plenty of golf clubs, skis, shotguns, and
power tools – all of them better in quality
than my ability to golf, ski, bird hunt, and...
The shelves I built in the garage just came
crashing down.
I have an ample supply of good scotch due
to having turned 70. Nobody knows what to
give a 70-year-old man for his birthday except
a bottle of good scotch. (Right choice.)

(Jeez! When I first moved to the country, you
could get a new pickup for five grand.)
I’ll ask my wife if she’d like an upgrade on her
2014 Volvo XC90. But I know what she’ll
say. “A Porsche Cayenne is too flashy for New
England.” (Bless her heart.) I’ll get her a 2018
Volvo XC90 – $50,000.

A

I’ll replace the 2004 Volvo XC70 station
wagon that our teenagers bang up by backing
into phone poles, colliding with other cars in
mall parking lots, and driving into ditches...
On second thought, no I won’t.
I’ll buy a John Deere backhoe because...
because I’ve always wanted one. (You can tell
the age of the boy by the size of his toys.) It’ll
make weeding the herbaceous borders a snap
next spring – $100,000.
Okay, so far, I’ve spent $190,000.

A beach shack to escape
New England’s lousy
winters, big enough for
family, friends, dogs,
friends’ dogs, etc.
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I suppose my wife will want to go shopping.
But, again, I know what she’ll say. “Prada’s too
flashy for New England. I’ll stick to Target.”
(I won’t add in any shopping for my three
teens. How much do ripped jeans cost? You
can get them for free if you raid the Planet
Aid donation box.)

ALL THE
Now I’ve spent $190,159.95. That leaves me MONEY
In other words, they ain’t getting into
$99,999,809,840.05 to go. I’d better get busy.IN Harvard.
THE
A private plane? A luxury yacht? I have an oldWORLD
Unless... maybe... I match or exceed the
friend who’s a pilot and a sailor (and who’s
been divorced three times). He says, “If it
flies, floats, or... [let’s not go there with what
his third f-verb is] rent it!”

A pied-a-terre in the city. For Mrs. O’Rourke
and I to go to town and have some fun! (A
small place so we can’t bring the kids.)
The Pierre hotel, at 5th Avenue and 61st
Street in New York, is selling a fourroom condominium apartment on a high
floor overlooking Central Park – so that’s
$5,000,000.

AB

A beach shack to escape New England’s lousy
winters, big enough for family, friends, dogs,
friends’ dogs, etc.
I like Sanibel Island on the Gulf Coast –
unspoiled “Old Florida.” And here’s just the
thing on Zillow... 11,000 square feet with
seven bathrooms and 700 feet of private
beachfront for $22,000,000.
Oh yeah, college for my children. It’s not
the tuition. That’s a drop in the bucket. It’s
getting my kids into college. My kids are –
like everybody’s kids – brilliant, of course.
But, like their old man, they... um... to quote
from a recent parent-teacher conference,
“have tremendous potential but with room
for considerable improvement in effort,
concentration, and study habits...”

largest-ever gift to Harvard – $400 million
donated by hedge-fund billionaire (and Big
Short beneficiary) John A. Paulson in 2015.
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But who the hell wants kids who go to
Harvard? As if they’re not smartasses enough
already... I have no desire for children like Al
Franken (Class of ‘73).
Instead, I’ll send them to a good state school
such as Miami of Ohio, where I went. “Or,”
my wife will say, “a better state school, such as
Indiana University, where I went.”

B

(Hah! Ben Roethlisberger played for the
Miami RedHawks. Who’s in the NFL
Hoosiers “Who’s Who?” Babe Laufenberg...
starting quarterback for the 1988 San Diego
Chargers. He threw four touchdowns and five
interceptions in six games before being sacked
by the Saints and getting his ribs crushed.)
But I digress... The new gym at Miami cost
$14 million. Title IX probably means they
need another one. “The O’Rourke Family
C-Students Sports Pavilion.” I can get my
kids into Miami for 3.5% of what it cost
John Paulson to get his kids into Harvard.
Grand total of expenditures so far, in round
numbers: only $41.2 million.
Naturally, I’ll give money to worthy causes.
There are plenty of worthy causes. Such as my
cousin Mikey-Mike. He spent Thanksgiving
in jail after his seventh DUI arrest. It was just
too cold to walk to the trailer park from the
bar – half a block away. Maybe Mikey-Mike
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isn’t a very worthy cause. But he is my cousin.
I’ll hire a designated driver for him. Or maybe
just a big guy to carry him home.
I’ll also donate to the local EMS. They were
Johnny-on-the-spot at the accident scenes
during Mikey-Mike’s second, third, and fifth
DUI arrests.
But I’m no “Give-It-Away Gates” or Warren
“Leave-Air-to-the-Heirs” Buffett. The
problem with charity is that people can be
remarkably hard to help. My cousin MikeyMike, for instance.

A
The other problem with charity is that you
have to be careful when you try to make the
world a better place.
When you try to make the world a better
place, you’re assuming that you know what
the world needs, that you know what the
world should be doing, and that you know
what everyone in the world wants. I don’t
even know what I want.
Furthermore, there’s a danger in “sharing
and caring.” The danger is in the caring
part. We’re told we should care... Care about
climate change, care about endangered
species, care about the poor and oppressed.
But being terribly concerned about great
big issues is a way of elevating yourself to
membership in a self-selecting elite.
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You care about climate change. You really,
WORLD
really care about climate change.
You care so

much it keeps you awake at night. You can
hardly eat. Meanwhile the rest of us just give
$20 to the Sierra Club and forget about it.
You people who care so much are obviously
superior to those of us who only care as much
as we have to. And since you’re such superior
people you have the right – nay, the duty – to
tell all us inferior people what to do.
We inferior people may not buy that.

B

The problem with
charity is that you
have to be careful
when you try to
make the world a
better place.

Nonetheless, I’ll give $9,958,800,000 to
worthy causes. Which, in addition to the
$41,200,000 I’ve already spent, will bring
my fortune down to a more manageable $90
billion.
Then, utilizing the remaining $90 billion, I’ll
do good with my money the old-fashioned
way. By keeping it.
Let’s say I keep my $90 billion in the
most conservative fashion... No, not that
conservative... $90 billion in bullion =
approximately 4.3 million pounds of gold =
one damn big hole I’d have to dig in my yard.
And I’m not putting it into U.S. Treasury
bonds, either. The last thing our fool

government needs is somebody lending it $90
billion. Secretary Mnuchin would be skipping
though the halls of the Treasury building
singing...
The $82 billion deficit increase
Just got palmed with P.J. grease!
No, let’s say I put my money in 12-month
bank CDs at 1.25% interest. (True, this
would require 360,000 different banks in
order to keep my $90 billion fully FDIC
insured. That’s almost 356,000 more banks
than there are in the U.S. But I guess I could
start some new ones.)
An interest rate of 1.25%, paltry though it is,
gives me an annual income of $1.125 billion.
And even though I haven’t invested in a way
that any real investor would call “investing,”
my $90 billion is still out there in the world
economy helping to increase global wealth.

A

An increase in global wealth is a good thing.
Period. Even if you’re up all night being a
worry wart about climate change, you’d better
realize that stopping or reversing or coping
with the effects of climate change will require
more wealth than the globe has now.
An increase in global wealth is the only
certain way out of poverty and the only likely
way out of oppression. With wealth comes
power over the world. Men and women
are freed from drudgery and exploitation.
Businesses can be started, communities
empowered, educations pursued.

good. And I really didn’t mean to do this.
That is, paying taxes.
Gosh, will I be doing that. I’ll be in the top
tax bracket – 39.6%. That means an annual
income tax bill of $445.5 million. Yes, all the
money in the world will hire some excellent
attorneys and accountants. And let’s say I
sail very close to the wind with the IRS. (I
certainly intend to!) I’m still going to wind up
being taxed a couple hundred million a year.
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If I keep doing that for the rest of my natural
lifespan, that will be more than $2 billion in
taxes.
But let’s look on the bright side. Even
assuming that half my tax dollars go to
“waste, fraud, and abuse,” that’s still a billion
dollars’ worth of paved roads and sewage
treatment plants, of public education (with
vouchers, I hope!), of benefits for veterans,
the disabled, and my cousin Mikey-Mike,
and of police and military protection for my
fellow countrymen.

B

What if I simply give the $100 billion to the
local chapter of Earth First! and then spend
the next 10 or a dozen years chained to an ipê
tree in the Amazon protesting illegal tropicalrainforest logging? How much good would
that do?
For $100 billion, I could have bought the
rainforest.

Keeping my money will do good, even if I
don’t mean to.
And there’s another way my money will do
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Get Me a Quote on That

“Consumption is the sole end and purpose of
all production.”
Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, Book
IV, Chapter viii
“All thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the
locusts consume.”
Deuteronomy 28:42
“Right here, boys! Right here! Get your cake,
pie, dill pickles, and ice cream! Eat all you
can! Be a glutton! Stuff yourselves! It’s all
free, boys! It’s all free! Hurry, hurry, hurry,
hurry!”
The Wicked Coachman, in Walt Disney’s
Pinocchio, welcoming stupid boys to
Pleasure Island where they will turn into
donkeys and be sold as beasts of burden
“If work was a good thing the rich would have
it all and not let you do it.”
Elmore Leonard, Split Images
“Riches are for spending, and spending
for honour and good actions. Therefore
extraordinary expense must be limited by
the worth of the occasion.”
Sir Francis Bacon, Essays, “Of Expense”
“Beware of all enterprises that require new
clothes.”
Henry David Thoreau, Walden

“Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure nineteen [pounds] nineteen
[shillings] and six [pence], result happiness.
Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure twenty pounds ought and six
[pence], result misery.”
Mr. Micawber in David Copperfield, by
Charles Dickens
Better to go down dignified
With boughten friendship at your side
Than none at all. Provide, provide.
Robert Frost, “Provide, Provide”
“To give little gifts, is to dishonor; because
it is but alms, and signifies an opinion of the
need of small helps.”
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan
“The highest form of charity is to help sustain
a person before they become impoverished
by offering a substantial gift in a dignified
manner, or by extending a suitable loan,
or by helping them find employment or
establish themselves in business so as to
make it unnecessary for them to become
dependent on others.”
Rabbi Moses
Maimonides,
Mishneh Torah, circa
1170 A.D.

“Conspicuous consumption of valuable goods is a means of
reputability to the gentleman of leisure.”
Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class
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(Idleness, by John William Godward, ca. 1900)
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LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST
WHAT WE’RE READING
The retail apocalypse is upon us. Amazon
dominates e-commerce and has gobbled
up 5% of total U.S. retail sales. But the Mall of
America is fighting back...
The Future Of Retail In The Age Of Amazon
Fast Company
We’re almost 10 years out from the financial
crisis. A few thoughts on what could go
wrong.
What to Worry About in This Surreal Bull
Market Bloomberg
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With no families or visitors to speak of,
many older tenants spent weeks or months
cocooned in their small apartments. And
each year, some of them died without
anyone knowing, only to be discovered after
their neighbors caught the smell.
A Generation in Japan Faces a Lonely
Death New York Times
How did a humble hot dog bun crammed
with the simplest of ingredients manage to
attain rockstar status in the food world?
The Definitive Oral History of the Lobster
Roll Down East

Like beauty (and obscenity), McMansions seem to be in the eye of the beholder. The
simplest way to define a McMansion is: a poorly designed, poorly executed, oversized
house. But there’s something more to them than looming entryways, vinyl siding, and
mismatched windows that causes the knee-jerk hatred they rouse in so many.
McMansion, USA Kate Wagner for Jacobin Magazine
Yesterday, we saw the soul of America. We drove by a house so imposing... so
monstrously ugly... so laughably pretentious that we almost drove off the road staring at it.
Why Are the Homes of the Elite So Ugly? Bill Bonner in Bill Bonner’s Diary
HGTV depends on the dream that if you can just get the right house – the one that
looks like your friends’ houses look, only a little bit better – your family will pour into it,
like thick cream into a pitcher: smooth, fluid, pleasing.
Who could get a divorce in a house with so
many lush towels rolled up in the
master bathroom?
Beware the Open-Plan Kitchen
Caitlin Flanagan for Vulture
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A Conversation With... J
 ason

Delgado

sniper, warrior, teacher

FROM NEW YORK TO HUSAYBAH
Jason Delgado is an accomplished Marine scout sniper, entrepreneur, tattoo artist,
podcast host, and father.
He escaped the dangers of life in the streets of the Bronx only to battle for his life
in Iraq during two combat tours as a Marine scout sniper. Delgado proved to be a
warrior capable of turning the tide in several of the most harrowing and historically
important battles of the evolving Middle East war.

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION

Delgado took the hard lessons learned in combat and, as MARSOC’s original lead
sniper instructor, made himself a pivotal figure in revolutionizing the way special
operations snipers trained and operated. With Chris Martin, Jason co-authored
Bounty Hunter 4/3. My Life in Combat from Marine Scout Sniper to MARSOC.
Jason recently joined Investor Hour host Buck Sexton for this exclusive interview,
edited for easier reading...
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Q: Take us to the beginning, Jason.
Bounty Hunter starts out and you’re like
me, from New York City. You’re living in
the Bronx. Things were a little rough in
the ‘90s in New York, and in the Bronx in
particular.

JASON DELGADO: Back when I was raised
in New York it was damn near lawless. The
height of the crack epidemic. We’re talking
the late ‘80s and the early ‘90s, mid-’90s,
where we had million-dollar drug dealers
running neighborhoods. We didn’t know
any better as children, so we would look up
to these guys. We would walk around and
witness atrocities daily. People getting sliced
and stabbed and killed.

I witnessed my first murder when I was five
years old – my uncle, sitting across the street.
I watched someone murder him. So I guess
situations like that are what I accredit the
my path in life, where I decided not to be a
sheep or a victim. I wanted to be proactive in
my survival. Ever since then, I’ve always been
that head-first, go-getter trying to accomplish
whatever it is at that moment. And also
within the book I explain how that blind
ambition also took a toll on my family life
and my personal life.
So growing up in the Bronx and growing up
in that lifestyle and then coming over into
the Marine Corps, it was almost an effortless
transition because the Marine Corps is a
very aggressive culture. It’s a warrior culture.
I thrived in it. I think most inner-city kids
that like to scrap thrive in the military. And
from there, it was blind ambition that kept
me wanting to collect accolades or try to be
considered best of the best. In the Marine

Corps at that time, it was the Marine Corps
Scout Sniper program. That’s what I wanted
to achieve.
But this book isn’t a book about me praising
myself, saying that I was the baddest guy
in the block. It’s me explaining to those
who want to follow in my footsteps about
the pitfalls of that blind ambition and the
negative aspects of having a chip on your
shoulder.

Jason Delgado is the author
of Bounty Hunter 4/3: My Life in
Combat From Marine Scout
Sniper to MARSOC. It is available
on Amazon right now and in fine
bookstores everywhere. You
can find Jason on Instagram
or on Twitter, and he’s very
approachable if you’d like a
book signed or to attend an
event he’s hosting.
For the full interview between
Buck and Jason, click here to
sign up for the Investor Hour
notification list.
Like American Consequences, it’s
100% free. Each week, you’ll receive
new show updates, previews,
and access to transcripts and
show notes. Whether it’s about
investing... business... politics... or
a controversial social issue... you’ll
get the unfiltered information from
behind the scenes.
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Especially in this day and age. It’s like
everyone has a chip on their shoulder and no
one swallows that pride and works for the
greater good.

this out, you had to prove yourself to the unit
in which you were going to operate in. My
battalion at that time was 3rd Battalion, 4th
Marines.

So I want to get that message out there to
the younger kids. It’s OK to be a warrior but
you have to understand you’re working in a
team. You have to sometimes stop and make
sure you’re taking care of your team and your
family because otherwise you’re going to wind
up like me, losing it all.

And so they sent out an indoctrination. And
the indoctrination is all physical-mental.
There’s a lot of mind games that they play
with you. And there is a lot of physical
requirements. Tough physical requirements
that you don’t see up to that point in the
Marine Corps. Boot camp was like the
hardest thing you ever endured up to that
moment. Then indoctrination is like the rude
awakening. Like, welcome to where we’re
going to torture you and see what kind of
stuff you’re made of.

To succeed in an
indoctrination or even in the
process of becoming that
type of individual operator,
special operator, you have to
learn how to separate your
metaphysical form from your
physical form.
Q: Jason, what does it take to become
a Marine scout sniper? Can you tell us
about the selection process or some
of the more harrowing moments in that
whole process of becoming an elite
warrior? Bring us into that part of your life.
JASON DELGADO: To become a Marine

Corps scout sniper, you first join an infantry
unit or a special operations unit like
Marine reconnaissance battalion or force
reconnaissance company. From there, you’re
able to get to scout sniper school. This is back
when I was a scout sniper, a lot has changed
now. But back when I was actively seeking
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To succeed in an indoctrination or even in the
process of becoming that type of individual
operator, special operator, you have to learn
how to separate your metaphysical form from
your physical form.
There’s no way in hell you’re going to be
in your mind and succeed at some of these
evolutions that you have to go through. You
have to literally dig deep down inside and just
not care anymore. You have to go into zombie
mode.
Once you realize that you have no quit in
you, that’s basically what zombie mode
is. Like I don’t care what my body’s going
through right now, I’m pushing through. And
once you find that out, once you discover you
have no quit in you, that’s the point where
your commanders or those employing you
want you to be. Because they know 100%
that when they send you out, you’re going to

accomplish the mission above that of your
own comfort, your own morale, and your
own safety. They just want the job done.

call, like opening up on four or five guys that
we see and it’s only three of us. Next thing,
there’s 50, 60 guys surrounding you.

And if you don’t understand that and you
can’t bring yourself to terms with that, don’t
even bother going out for special operations.

You have to be able to come out of that
situation or mitigate that situation as
intellectual as possible. So at some point,
you’re going to probably dig down into your
other resources... like get a direct action team
to come in there and take them out while
you oversee it. It’s playing chess. It’s a long
game, being a sniper. It’s not something that
you go out there with a two-quart canteen of
water, a box of bullets, and a rifle. It’s a lot of
logistics. And a lot of should I say supporting
elements and where you have to coordinate
with. It’s a difficult task. It’s not what you see
in Hollywood, to tell you the truth.

Q: Now take us into what it was like
as an elite sniper in the Marine Corps
overseas.
JASON DELGADO: The Marine Corps has

a funny way of taking a bunch of different
factors and grinding out the same product
like McDonald’s. It’s nothing special when
you’re in combat as a scout sniper. You’re just
another team member of that battalion or
that unit or that company. They don’t treat
you special. You’re not going to get that.
But what you’re going to get is that personal
satisfaction. That instant gratification of who
you are and what you can do and the fact that
not everyone around you can do that.
So in other words, you’re not going to get that
praise from your command. It’s not like we’re
this cool unit that just shows up and we get
our own area – and we run operations secretly
behind the curtains. We have to learn how to
play with the big picture. We have to be able
to basically coordinate with smaller units. It’s
a lot of groundwork. You have to do a lot on
your own. No one’s going to do it for you. No
one’s going to hold your hand in combat.
On top of that, most of the shocks or the
decisions that are made on the ground, you’re
on your own with your team and you have a
small unit. And you guys have to stay alive.
You can’t make an irresponsible judgement

Q: Jason, what’s the roughest place
in the country that you were? And for
those who have no experience of it,
what’s it like to wake up and go into
combat?
JASON DELGADO: The toughest situation

I’ve been in was the Al-Qa’im province of
Iraq, which was a small border town. I’m not
sure what they call it nowadays, but at that
time we named it Husaybah. And it was right
on the border of Syria and Iraq. It was like a
border town similar to Nogales. And needless
to say, along with all the “terrorist” activity,
or the insurgent activity should I say, there
was the drug activity. There was the money
activity. Everything that you would see at a
typical border. Plus, the insurgency.
It was a very difficult period in my combat
experience. Waking up every day knowing
that I’m going out in the wire is something
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To be in combat is to be on
an emotional rollercoaster.
You’re up and down so much
it gets to the point where
you’re so desensitized to
feelings by the time you get
done, it’s once again, going
back into that zombie mode.
you have to suck up and push deep-down
inside the pit of your stomach and hang on
to it because you have to do it. There’s no not
doing it.
And the “pucker factor” was at an all-time
high every time you left the wire. Because
you never knew if you were coming back or
not. That’s how crazy it was. We had guys
getting killed and injured every week. It
was ridiculous. We had mortar fire in our
small base two times a week at least, three
times. Sometimes it was just a little bit more
excessive.

Hank Blaustein | © 2017 Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.
Used by permission. www.GrantsPub.com
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That being said, there’s also the downtime.
Sometimes there’s a lot of lulls in action where
it’ll be like two weeks of nothing. And then
you start getting complacent. But you start
getting anxious as well, because you’re used
to a high pace and enemy activity and now
there’s nothing. All that builds up.
To be in combat is to be on an emotional
rollercoaster. You’re up and down so much it
gets to the point where you’re so desensitized
to feelings by the time you get done, it’s once
again, going back into that zombie mode.
I’ll tell you a little story. The last day of our
deployment in Husaybah, we got relieved
by an incoming unit. And they gave us the
option to drive through the city, which would
take us about 30-40 minutes to get to the
main camp, Al Asad, and fly out. Or to go
through the desert, which would take us two
to three hours to get to the main camp. But
the likelihood of us getting hit going through
the desert is much less than us getting hit on
the main streets.
So everyone unanimously voted to go through
the desert. We didn’t care how long we were
going to stay in the desert, because we knew if
we chose the city some of us might not come
home. And on our last day, it would have
been a tragedy.
That was the quietest ride I think I’ve ever
had with anyone. Everyone’s pale-faced,
stone-faced and staring at each other waiting
for the inevitable. We thought we were going
to get hit. That’s how often we got hit. It was
pretty emotionally tiring. That’s what combat
is.

Buck Sexton
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FINAL WORD

T

he great part about predicting events
in the Middle East is that if you wait
long enough, a pessimist on any
important issue is almost always proven right.
He simply needs to wait.
Whether used to describe the aftermath of
elections in Egypt or nuclear negotiations
with Iran, “destabilization” is the most
common and least specific term used to
describe anything of consequence in the
Middle East. A vast range of happenings from
Morocco in the west across to Iran in the east
are said to destabilize the area, even though the
region is anything but stable to begin with.
And 2018 will be no exception. Based on
current trends among the major players in the
region, all hell could break loose next year in
the Middle East.

“

The U.S. has been willing to
turn a blind eye when it comes
to our Saudi ‘frenemies.’
Atop the list of concerns is the overarching
Sunni-Shia civil war that is playing out
from Lebanon to Afghanistan. The original
seventh-century dynastic dispute over
leadership of the Islamic community still
determines who is shooting at whom on
battlefields from Aleppo, Syria... Mosul,
Iraq... Sanaa, Yemen... and other, less wellknown cities. This Sunni-Shia sectarian feud
remains the single biggest driver of armed
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conflict in the region. And it’s being played out
through a series of vicious proxy battles that
have caused thousands of casualties already.
Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Bahrain,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan all endure some
level of internecine conflict or suffer terrorist
violence because of the Sunni-Shia divide.
The so-called Arab Spring, which sought
to overthrow the tyrants who had been
a cornerstone of the American stabilityfirst strategy in the region, has if anything
exacerbated this 1,400-year-old feud. Without
the iron-fisted rule of Hosni Mubarak or
Saddam Hussein, long-simmering Sunni-Shia
hatreds have bubbled to the surface. What
we are seeing today is score settling over a
thousand years in the making.
Saudi Arabia and Iran are the two main
powers funding this conflict...
With the decline of Egypt, the Saudis are now
positioned as the great protectors of Sunni
Muslims – roughly 85% of Islam globally.
They’ve been arming to the teeth in recent
years with the most expensive military
hardware they can get. They’ve pursued a
policy of cozying up to America, while also
managing to be the single greatest exporter of
Sunni jihadist ideology (like that espoused by
Al-Qaida) on the planet. The U.S. has been
willing to turn a blind eye when it comes to
our Saudi “frenemies,” given their oil and
usefulness as a check on Iranian ambitions.

Across the sectarian battlefield is terrorsponsor Iran, the dominant Shia Muslim
power in the world.
While vastly outnumbered – about 10%
of the global population of Islam – what
militant Shia states lack in manpower they
make up for with zeal. The Iranian regime has
been using its cunning and ruthlessness to
build satellite armies among the extremists of
the region since 1979.
Fast-forward to today, and Iran has never
been in a stronger position for asymmetrical
warfare. Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in
Gaza, the murderous Assad regime in Syria,
and the all-too-powerful Shia militias in Iraq
are clients of the mullahs in Tehran. Add
to this the more recent Iranian overtures
to the Taliban in Afghanistan, and Iran
has an ability to project power from the
Mediterranean all the way to the Arabian Sea.
Up to now, the Saudis and Iranians have
refrained from direct military confrontation.
But the devastating civil war underway in
Yemen has brought these regional powerhouses
closer than ever to an overt act of war.
Iran is the primary backer of the Houthis, a
rebel group that has overrun a large part of
Yemen. The Saudis, meanwhile, are backing
the Houthis’ opponents, the internationally
recognized government of President
Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi. As part of that
effort, the Saudis have engaged in an air
campaign that, while largely ignored in the
West, has been remorselessly destructive.

“

Enormous body counts
and vast destruction for all
parties involved aren’t always
sufficient impediments to
war in the Middle East, or
anywhere else for that matter.

Yemen is now both a war zone and a failed
state that could bring the Iranians and the
Saudis to blows.
Add into this combustible mix the Houthifired missile from Yemen that was shot down
last month near an international airport in
Riyadh... And tensions have rarely been this
high between the two regional combatants.
While we can hope that the Saudis and
Iranians know an all-out war would be
costly for both countries, the possibility of
miscalculation and rapid escalation remains.
As the Iran-Iraq War of the 1980s taught us,
enormous body counts and vast destruction
for all parties involved aren’t always sufficient
impediments to war in the Middle East – or
anywhere else for that matter.
We will not achieve peace in the Middle East
next year. To the contrary, it will be a victory
of sorts if we can make it through the next 12
months without seeing yet another major war
erupt within the Islamic world.
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The U.S. has been willing to turn
a blind eye when it comes to our
Saudi ‘frenemies.’
Buck Sexton
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